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Abstract—Many modern software systems are composed of multiple execution flows that run simultaneously, spanning from
applications designed to exploit the power of modern multi-core architectures to distributed systems consisting of multiple components
deployed on different physical nodes. We collectively refer to such systems as concurrent systems.
Concurrent systems are difficult to test, since the faults that derive from their concurrent nature depend on the interleavings of the
actions performed by the individual execution flows. Testing techniques that target these faults must take into account the concurrency
aspects of the systems. The increasingly rapid spread of parallel and distributed architectures led to a deluge of concurrent software
systems, and the explosion of testing techniques for such systems in the last decade.
The current lack of a comprehensive classification, analysis and comparison of the many testing techniques for concurrent systems
limits the understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each approach and hampers the future advancements in the field.
This survey provides a framework to capture the key features of the available techniques to test concurrent software systems, identifies
a set of classification criteria to review and compare the available techniques, and discusses in details their strengths and weaknesses,
leading to a thorough assessment of the field and paving the road for future progresses.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Concurrent systems are common in several application
domains: many interactive applications exploit the multi-
threaded paradigm to decouple the input-output processing
from the back-end computation; applications developed for
single nodes often exploit multiple threads to enable parallel
computations on multi-core architectures; Web applications
implement the client-server communication paradigm with
client-side and server-side computations; mobile applica-
tions often access data and interact with remote servers;
peer-to-peer services coordinate a multitude of computing
nodes.

Concurrent software systems are composed of multiple
execution flows that execute simultaneously, and the need
to synchronize the execution flows leads to new problems
and introduces new design and verification challenges. The
behavior of concurrent systems depends not only on the
sequence of actions executed within each individual flow,
but also on the interleavings of the actions in the different
execution flows. Wrong interleavings may lead to concur-
rency faults regardless of the correctness of the computation
of each execution flow. The problem of developing reliable
concurrent systems has attracted a lot of interest in the
software engineering community, and has led to several
solutions for designing [1], implementing [2], refactoring [3],
modeling, verifying and validating concurrent software sys-
tems [4].

Concurrency faults are intrinsically non-deterministic,
since they occur only in the presence of specific interleav-
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ings, and the interleavings depend on execution conditions
that are not under the direct control of the program. The
testing techniques that address the problem of efficiently
exploring the space of the interleavings consider one or
more of the following activities: (i) generating test cases,
which are sequences of operations that stimulate the system;
(ii) selecting a subset of interleavings for the execution
flows; (iii) executing the system with the selected test cases
and interleavings and validating the results.

Although the problem of testing concurrent systems has
attracted the attention of the research community since
the late seventies, and has grown considerably in the last
decade, to the best of our knowledge a precise survey and
classification of the progresses and the results in the field is
still missing.

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey of the
state-of-the-art in testing concurrent software systems. We
studied the recent literature by systematically browsing the
main publishers and scientific search engines, and we traced
back the results to the seminal work of the last forty years.
We present a general framework that captures the different
aspects of the problem of testing concurrent software sys-
tems and that we use to identify a set of classification criteria
that drive the survey of the different approaches. The sur-
vey classifies and compares the state-of-the-art techniques,
discusses their advantages and limitations, and indicates
open problems and possible research directions in the area
of testing concurrent software systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces background information on concur-
rent systems, defines the terminology used in the paper
and presents a general framework that captures the key
aspects of the testing techniques for concurrent systems.
Section 3 presents the historical trends in the research on
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testing concurrent systems and describes the methodology
we adopt to select the relevant work. Section 4 introduces a
set of criteria to classify testing techniques for concurrent
systems. Section 5 surveys and classifies the state-of-the-
art techniques. Section 6 discusses the key observations that
emerge from the analysis of the literature. Section 7 briefly
overviews some important areas that lie on the borders
of the scope of this survey, and Section 8 summarizes the
contribution of the paper.

2 CONCURRENT SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

In this section, we define the scope of our analysis and
introduce the terminology that we adopt in this paper. To
do so, we define a conceptual framework that captures the
main elements of the different approaches to test concurrent
software systems. In the remainder of the paper, we use the
framework to structure our survey.

2.1 Concurrent Systems

In this survey, we follow the definition of concurrent sys-
tem proposed by Andrews and Schneider in their popular
survey and book [5], [6] that represent classic references and
accommodate the wide range of heterogeneous techniques
and tools presented in the literature.

A system is concurrent if it includes a number of ex-
ecution flows1 that can progress simultaneously, and that
interact with each other. This definition encompasses both
flows that execute in overlapping time frames, like con-
current programs executed on multi-core, multi-processor
parallel and multi-node distributed architectures, and flows
that execute only in non-overlapping frames, like concurrent
programs executed on single-core architectures. Depending
on the specific architecture and programming paradigm,
execution flows can be concretely implemented as processes
on different physical machines, processes within the same
machine or threads within the same process, as common in
modern programming languages such as C++, Java, C# and
Erlang.

We distinguish two classes of concurrent systems based
on the mechanism they adopt to enable the interaction
between execution flows, shared memory and message passing
systems. In shared memory systems, execution flows inter-
act by accessing a common memory. In message passing
systems, execution flows interact by exchanging messages.
Message passing can be used either by execution flows
hosted on the same physical node or on different physical
nodes (distributed systems). Conversely, shared memory
mechanisms are only possible when the execution flows are
located on the same node (as in multi-threaded systems).

We model a shared memory as a repository of one or
more data items. A data item has an associated value and
type. The type of a data item determines the set of values
it is allowed to assume. We model the interaction of an
execution flow f with the repository using two primitive
operations: write operations wx(v), meaning that f updates
the value of the data item x to v, and read operations

1. Although in the paper we adopt the terminology of Andrews and
Schneider, we prefer the term execution flow over process to avoid biases
towards a specific technology.

rx(v), meaning that f reads the value v of x. Operations
are composed of one or more instructions. Instructions are
atomic, meaning that their execution cannot be interleaved
with other instructions, while operations are in general not
atomic. This model captures both operations on simple data,
like primitive variables in C, and operations on complex
data structures like Java objects, where types are classes,
data items are objects and operations are methods that can
operate only on some of the fields of the objects.

We model message passing systems using two primitive
operations: send operations sf (m) that send a message m
to the execution flow f , and receive operations rf (m) that
receive a message m from the execution flow f . Message
passing can be either synchronous or asynchronous. An execu-
tion flow f that sends a synchronous message sf ′(m) to an
execution flow f ′ must wait for f ′ to receive the message m
before continuing, while an execution flow f that sends an
asynchronous message sf ′(m) to an execution flow f ′ can
progress immediately without waiting for m to be received
by f ′.

The message passing paradigm can be mapped to the
shared memory paradigm by modeling a send primitive as a
write operation on a shared queue and a receive primitive as
a read operation on the same shared queue. Thus, without
loss of generality, we refer to shared memory systems in
most of the definitions and examples presented in this
survey.

2.2 Interleaving of Execution Flows

The behavior of a concurrent system depends not only
on the input parameters and the sequences of instructions
of the individual flows, but also on the interleaving of
instructions from the different execution flows that comprise
the system.

Following the vast majority of approaches that we dis-
cuss in Section 5, we introduce the main concepts of con-
currency under the assumption of a sequentially consistent
model [7]. This model guarantees that all the execution
flows in a concurrent system observe the same order of
instructions, and that this order preserves the order of
instructions defined in the individual execution flows. We
discuss the implications of relaxing this assumption at the
end of this subsection, and in the survey we consider
approaches regardless of this assumption.

Under the assumption of sequential consistency, we can
model the interleaving of instructions of multiple execution
flows in a concrete program execution with a history, which
is an ordered sequence of instructions of the different exe-
cution flows.

In a shared memory system, histories include sequences
of invocations of read and write operations on data items.
Since in general the operations on shared data items are not
atomic, we model the invocation and the termination of an
operation op as two distinct instructions. The execution of
an operation o′ overlaps the execution of another operation
o if the invocation of o′ occurs between the invocation and
the termination of o. In a message passing system, histories
include sequence of atomic send and receive operations.

Given a concrete execution ex of a concurrent system S,
a history Hex is a sequence of instructions that (i) contains
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the union of all and only the instructions of the individual
execution flows that comprise ex, and (ii) preserves the
order of the individual execution flows: for all instructions
oi and oj that occur in ex and belong to the same execution
flow f , if oi occurs before oj in f , then oi occurs before oj in
Hex.

We use the term interleaving of an execution ex to indi-
cate the order of instructions defined in the history Hex.

Listing 1: A non-deterministic concurrent system

begin f_1
if (x==0) {

print OK
}
end f_1

begin f_2
x=1
end f_2

Listing 1 exemplifies the impact of the interleaving of
instructions from multiple execution flows on the result
of an execution. In Listing 1 both execution flows f1 and
f2 access a common data item x with initial value 0, f2
writes 1 to x, while f1 prints OK if it reads 1 for x. Multiple
interleavings are possible. If the write operation x = 1 of f2
occurs before the read operation x == 0 of f1 in the history,
then f1 reads 1 and prints OK, otherwise f1 reads 0 and does
not print anything2.

Systems that do not assume sequential consistency re-
fer to relaxed memory models. Examples of systems that
refer to relaxed models are shared memory systems where
different execution flows may observe different orders of
operations due to a lazy synchronization between the caches
of multiple cores in a multi-core architecture. Several pop-
ular programming languages refer to relaxed models by
allowing the compiler to re-order the operations within a
single execution flow to improve the performance. This is
allowed in the memory models of both Java [8], [9] and
C++ [10].

The histories of relaxed systems may violate the prop-
erties that characterize the history of sequential consistent
systems, leading to new types of possible concurrency faults
that cannot occur under the sequential consistency hypothe-
sis. In this survey we review both the many approaches that
work under the sequential consistency hypothesis and the
few approaches that extend to relaxed models.

2.3 Synchronization Mechanisms

Concurrent programming languages offer various synchro-
nization mechanisms to constrain the order of instructions
and thus prevent erroneous behaviors. The synchroniza-
tion mechanisms depend on the concurrency paradigm, the
granularity of the synchronization structures and the con-
straints imposed on the system architecture. For instance,
Java offers synchronized blocks and atomic instructions to
assure that program blocks are executed without the inter-
leaving of instructions of other execution flows [11]. Other
programming languages like C and C++ offer locks, mutexes

2. In this example, we assume that read and write of x are atomic.
Relaxing the atomicity assumption would produce even more inter-
leavings.

and semaphores to constrain the concurrent execution of code
regions. Yet other concurrent programming environments,
like Posix threads and OpenMP, offer barrier synchronization
to constrain the access to code regions executed concurrently
by multiple execution flows: barriers and phasers introduce
program points that all the execution flows in a group must
reach before any of them is allowed to proceed [12]. In the
context of message passing, programming languages and
libraries that implement the actor-based paradigm ensure
that individual messages are processed atomically and in
isolation [13]. Synchronous message passing ensures that
the sender of a message can progress only after the message
has been successfully delivered to the recipient [14].

2.4 Testing Concurrent Systems
In this paper we focus on software testing techniques that
target concurrency faults, which are faults caused by unex-
pected interleavings of instructions of otherwise correct ex-
ecution flows. Concurrency faults can be extremely hard to
reveal and reproduce, since they manifest only in the pres-
ence of specific interleavings that may be rarely executed. To
expose concurrency faults, testing techniques for concurrent
systems need to sample not only a potentially infinite input
space, but also the space of possible interleavings, which
can grow exponentially with the number of execution flows
and the number of instructions that comprise the flows.

The many approaches for testing concurrent systems
that have been proposed so far address different aspects of
the problem. Our detailed analysis of the literature led to
a simple conceptual framework that captures the different
aspects of the problem and relates the many approaches for
testing concurrent systems. Figure 1 presents the conceptual
framework that we use to provide a comprehensive view of
the problem and to organize this survey.

Approaches for testing concurrent systems deal with spe-
cific types of target systems and address one or more of the
three main aspects of the problem visualized with rectan-
gles in Figure 1: generating test cases, selecting interleavings
and comparing the results with oracles. Generating test cases
amounts to sample the program input space and produce
a finite set of test cases to exercise the target system. Se-
lecting interleavings amounts to augment the test cases with
different interleavings of the execution flows to exercise the
operations that process the same input data in different
order. Comparing the results with oracles amounts to check
the behavior of the target system with respect to some
oracles. The approaches that we found in the literature focus
on either generating test cases or selecting interleavings,
sometimes dealing with comparing with oracles as well.

Figure 1 presents a conceptual framework for the testing
techniques, but does not prescribe a specific process. Some
approaches may first generate a set of test cases and a set of
relevant interleavings and then compare the execution re-
sults with oracles, while other approaches may alternate the
selection of interleavings and the comparison with oracle by
executing each interleaving as soon as identified.

The approaches for generating test cases sample the input
space to produce a finite set of test cases by considering the
target system. They optionally also consider a target prop-
erty of interleaving, a system model that provides additional
information about the target system, or both.
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Fig. 1: A general framework for testing concurrent software systems

The approaches for selecting interleavings identify a sub-
set of relevant interleavings to be executed, and target either
the interleaving space as a whole or some specific properties
of interleaving. The techniques that target the interleaving
space as a whole, hereafter space exploration techniques,
explore the space of interleavings randomly, exhaustively or
driven by some coverage criteria or heuristics. Two relevant
classes of space exploration techniques are stress testing and
bounded search techniques.

As we discuss in detail in Section 4, properties of in-
terleaving typically identify patterns of interactions across
execution flows that are likely to expose concurrency faults.
Approaches that target some interleaving properties, here-
after property based techniques, aim to identify the interleav-
ings that are most likely to expose such patterns.

Some property based techniques use the property of
interleavings not only to select a relevant subset of in-
terleavings, but also to generate a set of test cases that
can execute the identified interleavings. Such techniques
steer the generation towards test cases that can manifest
interleavings that expose the property of interest.

Most property based techniques rely on some dynamic
or hybrid analysis to build an abstract model of the sys-
tem and capture the order relations between the program
instructions, and then exploit the model to identify a set of
interleavings that expose the property of interest.

Some property based techniques, hereafter detection tech-
niques, use the model to simply detect the presence of the
pattern of interest in the analyzed trace. Other property
based techniques, hereafter prediction techniques, also look
for alternative interleavings that may expose the property
of interest, usually relying on model checking or SAT/SMT
solvers.

Approaches that address also the problem of comparing
the results with oracles execute the system in a controlled
environment that forces the selected interleavings and com-
pare the results of the execution with the given oracle.

3 TRENDS IN RESEARCH ON TESTING CONCUR-
RENT SYSTEMS

In this section we present an analysis of the research on
testing concurrent systems conducted in the last fifteen
years referring to the seminal work of the last forty years.

Concurrency has been investigated since the early sixties
with pioneer work on models for concurrent systems, like
the research of Karl Adam Petri [15] and the inspiring
work on process algebras of Tony Hoare [16] and Robin
Milner [17].

In the seventies, with the emergence of distributed ar-
chitectures, the focus of the research extended towards the
analysis and verification of distributed systems with the
Lipton’s influential work on the theory of reduction [18] and
Lamport’s seminal work on distributed systems [7].

The nineties have seen the introduction of the term test-
ing concurrent systems with continuity in the literature [19],
[20], [21], and the appearing of analysis techniques that
are at the core of many popular approaches for testing
concurrent systems [22], [23], [24], [25], [26].

The research on testing concurrent systems has emerged
overbearing in the last fifteen years fostered by the rapid
spread of multi-core technologies, distributed, Web and
mobile architectures and novel concurrent paradigms. Our
survey indicates that most of the concurrent software testing
techniques developed in the last fifteen years target shared
memory systems, and only few cope with (distributed) mes-
sage passing systems, which are addressed mainly by run-
time monitoring and model based verification approaches.

To provide a comprehensive survey of the emerging
trends in testing concurrent software systems, we systemati-
cally review the literature from 2000 to 2015: (i) we searched
the online repositories of the main scientific publishers, in-
cluding IEEE Explore, ACM Digital Library, Springer Online
Library and Elsevier Online Library, and more generally
the Web through the popular online search engines such
as Google Scholar and Microsoft Academic Search; we col-
lected papers that are published from year 2000 and that
present one of the following set of keywords in their title
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witness novel research contributions and address different
concurrency properties
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Fig. 3: Number of publications from 2000 to 2015 that
witness novel research contributions in different research
communities

or abstract: “testing + concurrent”, “testing + multi-thread”,
“testing + parallel”, “testing + distributed”, (ii) considered
all publications that are cited or citing the papers in our
repository, and that match the same criteria, (iii) manually
analyzed the proceedings of the conferences and the jour-
nals where the papers in our repository appear, (iv) filtered
out the papers outside the scope of our analysis, as de-
fined in Section 2, for example papers on hardware testing
and papers on theoretical aspects or purely monitoring ap-
proaches with no direct application to software testing (see
Section 7 for an overview of such papers), and (v) filtered
out workshop papers and preliminary work that has been
later subsumed by conference or journal publications.

We selected 94 papers that were published in the last
15 years and that we identified as unique representatives
of clusters of related publications. The papers focus on
the main concurrency properties, and reflect the interest
of different communities in the area of testing concurrent
systems. We discuss the possible biases of our choices in
Section 6.8.

Figures 2 and 3 show the distribution of the papers over
the years according to the concurrency properties they deal

with and the research communities they refer to3, respec-
tively. The figures indicate a relevant increase of interest and
results: more than 80% of the papers have been published
in the second half of the considered period (2008-2015), and
more than almost 65% have appeared since 2010. Figure 2
indicates that the recent research has focused on specific
interleaving properties, which we use in Section 4 as the
main classification criterion. Figure 3 suggests a growing
interest in the software engineering and programming lan-
guages communities, and a stable interest in the systems
and formal methods communities, whose main focus has
been on techniques for monitoring concurrent systems and
theoretical investigations, respectively. We briefly discuss
both topics in the related work Section 7 since they are
relevant but not central to the topic of this paper.

4 TOWARDS A CLASSIFICATION SCHEMA

Our analysis of the literature led to the definition of the
framework of Figure 1 in Section 2, which inspired a classifi-
cation schema presented in this section and used in Section 5
to organize our survey. Figure 4 overviews our classification
schema, which includes seven distinct classification criteria
that distinguish techniques based on:

Input. Most approaches assume the availability of a set
of input test cases, few approaches work on some models of
the system under test, yet others require both test cases and
models.

Selection of interleavings. Many approaches refer to some
properties of the interleavings to select a relevant subset
(property based), other approaches either exhaustively ex-
plore the interleaving space or exploit some coverage crite-
ria or heuristics (space exploration). Property based detection
techniques simply check for the presence of patterns of
interest in the execution traces, while prediction techniques
also select new interleavings that potentially expose the
property of interest.

Property of interleavings. Many approaches select inter-
leavings referring to some specific concurrency properties:
data race, atomicity violation, deadlock, combined or order
violation properties.

Output and oracle. Some techniques simply report
whether the explored interleavings satisfy the property of
interest (property satisfying interleavings), while others iden-
tify failing executions according to some oracles, in the form
of system crashes, deadlocks or violated assertions.

Guarantees. Different techniques offer various levels of
assurance in terms of precision and correctness of their
results.

Target systems. Most techniques target some specific
kinds of systems that depend on the communication model
(shared memory, message passing or general, that is, indepen-
dent from the communication paradigm), the programming
paradigm (either general or specific, such as object oriented,
actor based or event based paradigms) and the consistency
model (either sequential or relaxed).

3. We identify the communities through the publication venues.
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Testing technique. The techniques differ in terms of the
type of analysis, which can be dynamic or hybrid, the type of
testing, which can focus on either functional or non-functional
properties, the granularity of testing (unit, integration or sys-
tem testing), the scope of testing, and the testing architecture
used to implement the technique, which can be either cen-
tralized or distributed.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the classifi-
cation criteria in detail.

4.1 Input

All the techniques take in input the system under test, which
we keep implicit in our classification. Many techniques
require also a set of test cases, while others generate test
cases automatically, thus implementing the generating test
cases feature of Figure 1.

Some techniques require also a system model that specifies
either some relevant properties or the expected behavior
of the system. For instance, some techniques rely on code
annotations to identify either code blocks that are intended
to be atomic or sets of data items that are assumed to be
updated atomically [27]. For some technique, the presence of

a system model is optional: they work independently from
an initial system model, but can benefit from an optional
model to improve the accuracy of the approach.

4.2 Selection of Interleavings

Selecting interleavings is the primary objective of many ap-
proaches. Some techniques exploit properties of interest to
select interleavings: we refer to them as property based. Other
techniques explore the space of interleavings exhaustively
or randomly, possibly exploiting heuristics or coverage cri-
teria: we refer to them as space exploration techniques.

4.2.1 Property based techniques

Property based techniques select interleavings according to
one or more properties of interest. They typically apply
some form of analysis to an execution trace to identify
relevant synchronization constraints between instructions.
For instance, lockset analysis focuses on lock based synchro-
nization and looks for accesses to shared data items that are
not protected with locks [23]. Happens-before analysis ex-
tends this approach by capturing general order constraints.
Different types of happens-before analysis apply to different
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synchronization mechanisms [28], and present various cost-
accuracy trade offs [29], [30].

Property based techniques exploit the order information
identified with the analysis to either simply understand
whether the analyzed trace exposes the property of interest
(detection techniques) or also identify alternative interleav-
ings that can expose the property of interest (prediction
techniques).

4.2.2 Space exploration techniques
Space exploration techniques explore the space of interleav-
ings without referring to a specific property, and include:

Stress testing. Stress testing approaches execute the test
suite several times, aiming to observe different interleav-
ings. They do not offer any guarantee of observing a given
portion of the interleaving space, and do not introduce any
mechanism to improve the probability of executing new
interleavings.

Exhaustive exploration. Exhaustive exploration ap-
proaches aim to execute all possible interleavings. Since
in general the space of interleavings can be huge, these
techniques either limit both the number of instructions and
the execution flows of the input test cases, or introduce
bounds to the exploration space [31]. They also often adopt
reduction techniques such as dynamic partial order reduc-
tion [32] to avoid executing equivalent interleavings.

Coverage criteria. Coverage criteria identify the interleav-
ings to exercise in terms of depth of the explored space. For
example, in shared memory systems, a coverage criterion
might require that for each pair of instructions i1 and i2
that belong to different execution flows and operate on the
same data item d there should exist at least a test case that
exercises the interleaving in which i1 occurs before i2 and
one that exercises the interleaving in which i2 occurs before
i1.

Heuristics. Heuristics guide the exploration of the in-
terleaving space. For instance, some techniques prioritize
interleavings by their diversity with respect to the executed
ones. Similarly, some other techniques prioritize interleav-
ings that can be obtained by introducing a bounded number
of scheduling constraints.

4.3 Property of Interleavings
Property based techniques target specific properties of in-
terleavings, which are patterns of interactions between ex-
ecution flows that are likely to violate the developers’ as-
sumptions on the order of execution of instructions. Some
property based techniques target the classical properties of
interleavings: data races, atomicity violations and deadlocks.
Other techniques combine multiple classical properties. Yet
other techniques focus on program-specific or domain-
specific order violations.

4.3.1 Data Races
A data race occurs when two operations from different
execution flows access the same data item d concurrently,
at least one is a write operation, and no synchronization
mechanism is used to control the (order of) accesses to d. A

system is data race free if no data races can occur during its
execution.

Listing 2: An example of data race

begin f_1
x=’AAAAAAAA’
end f_1

begin f_2
x=’BBBBBBBB’
end f_2

Listing 2 shows an example of data race. Both execution
flows f_1 and f_2 write on the data item x of type string.
Let us assume that the underlying programming language
can write atomically 32 bits (4 characters). If f_1 and f_2
start writing on x concurrently, the resulting value of x will
be any combination of ’AAAA’ and ’BBBB’, for example
x=’AAAABBBB’, where the first 4 characters come from the
write instruction in f_1 and the remaining ones from the
write instruction in f_2.

Data races might represent violations of atomicity as-
sumptions on the execution of individual operations. Such
violations break the serializability of the system behavior. The
concept of serializability was originally defined in the con-
text of database systems as a guarantee for the correctness
of transactions [33]. In our context a history is serializable if
it is equivalent to a serial history, which is a history in which
all the atomicity assumptions are satisfied. Two histories are
equivalent if they produce the same values for all the data
items.4 A data race implies an uncontrolled access to a data
item, which may or may not be an error. For instance, in
the example of Listing 2 the value x=’AAAABBBB’ may be
valid or not depending on the application logic.

Data race techniques target either low level or high level
data races, and propose different kinds of analysis and algo-
rithms. Techniques for detecting low level data races work
at a fine granularity level, and typically consider accesses
to individual memory locations. Techniques for detecting
high level data races check misbehaviors due to different
execution flows invoking concurrent operations on shared
complex data structures, like public methods of an object or
a library in an object oriented program.

Data races can occur also in programs that implement
the message passing paradigm, when the code fragments
that process two messages access a common data item, and
at least one fragment modifies that data item.

4.3.2 Atomicity violations
Atomicity violations extend the concept of atomicity to se-
quences of operations. An atomicity violation occurs when
a sequence of operations of an execution flow that is as-
sumed to be executed atomically is interleaved with conflict-
ing operations from other flows. Many atomicity violation
techniques use serializability to validate the correctness of
interleavings. However, checking for the serializability of
an interleaving can be very expensive, since it requires com-
paring the interleaving with all the possible serial histories.
Thus, many techniques often check for specific patterns of
interleavings that are known to be non serializable.

4. In literature such property is referred to as view serializability
opposite to conflict serializability [34]
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Listing 3: An example of atomicity violation

begin f_1
if (x>0)

x = x-1
end f_1

begin f_2
x = 0
end f_2

Listing 3 shows an example of atomicity violation. In the
example, we assume that x initially holds a non-negative
value, and we expect its value to always remain non-
negative. The property is satisfied under the assumption
that f_1 executes atomically, that is, the sequence of op-
erations in f_1 is executed atomically without interleaved
operations of f_2. However, if the atomicity of f_1 is not
properly enforced through synchronization mechanisms,
the conflicting operation x=0 in f_2 can occur between the
two operations of f_1, causing the value of x to become
negative (-1).

Atomicity violations can occur also in programs that
implement the message passing paradigm, when the code
fragments that process two or more messages that shall
be executed atomically are interleaved by the processing of
some other messages.

We distinguish two main classes of approaches to detect
atomicity violations, namely code centric and data centric
approaches, based on their definition of atomic blocks.

Code centric. Code centric techniques work at a coarse
granularity level. They target code blocks that should be
executed atomically according to some specification of the
system, and verify if the system implementation guarantees
the atomicity requirements. Atomic code blocks can be ei-
ther explicitly specified [27], [35] or implicitly assumed [36],
[37], based on some heuristics or some hypotheses of the
programming paradigm.

Data centric. Data centric atomicity violations were first
studied in 2006 by Vaziri et al. who introduced the concept
of atomic-set serializability as a programming abstraction
to ensure data consistency [38]. Atomic-set serializability
builds on the concepts of atomic sets that represent sets of
data items that are correlated by some consistency con-
straints, and units of work that are the blocks of code used to
update variables in an atomic set. In the atomic-set program-
ming model, developers only need to specify atomic sets
and units of work, and the compiler infers synchronization
mechanisms to avoid potentially dangerous interleavings.

Some testing techniques use patterns that violate atomic-
set serializability to select dangerous interleavings. Since
atomic-set serializability approaches require the definition
of atomic sets, these techniques either rely on some code
annotations or infer atomic sets using either heuristics or
assumptions about the programming paradigm in use.

4.3.3 Deadlocks
Deadlocks occur when the synchronization mechanisms
indefinitely prevent some execution flows from continuing
their execution. This happens in the presence of circular
waits, where each execution flow of a given set of flows
is waiting for another execution flow from the same set to
progress, and thus cannot continue its own execution.

Listing 4: An example of deadlock

begin f_1
acquire(L1)
acquire(L2)
...
release(L2)

release(L1)
end f_1

begin f_2
acquire(L2)
acquire(L1)
...
release(L1)

release(L2)
end f_2

Listing 4 shows a simple example of deadlock due to an
incorrect use of locks. Locks provide two atomic primitives,
acquire(L) and release(L). When an execution flow f
acquires a lock L (acquire(L)), no other execution flow
f ′ can acquire L until f releases the lock (release(L)).
Locks are used to implement mutual exclusion: for instance,
to guarantee the atomicity of a set O of operations, each
execution flow shall acquire a lock L before accessing an
operation in O, and release the lock L upon terminating the
access to the resource to prevent other flows to execute an
operation in O concurrently.

In the example of Listing 4, the execution flow f_1
acquires first lock L1 and then lock L2 before releasing
L1, while the execution flow f_2 acquires lock L2 before
releasing L1. If f_1 acquires L1 and f_2 acquires L2 before
a progress of f_1, then f_1 is blocked waiting for f_2 to
release L2 and f_2 is blocked waiting for f_1 to release L1,
thus resulting in a deadlock.

Deadlocks may depend either on an incorrect order of
accesses to shared resources (resource deadlocks) or on an
incorrect communication protocol between execution flows
(communication deadlocks) [39].

Resource deadlocks. Resource deadlocks occur when a set
of execution flows try to access some common resources
and each execution flow in the set requests a resource held
by another execution flow in the set. The code in Listing 4 is
an example of resource deadlock.

Communication deadlocks. Communication deadlocks oc-
cur in message passing systems when a set of execution
flows exchange messages and each of them waits for a
message from another execution flow in the same set.

4.3.4 Combined
Some testing techniques address combined properties of in-
terleavings, that is more than one of the properties defined
above.

4.3.5 Order violation
Data races, atomicity violations and deadlocks are classic
and well studied properties that in general result in specific
violations of the order of interleavings. Some techniques
target program- or domain-specific violations of the order
of interleavings that cannot be traced back to classic in-
terleaving properties. We refer to these techniques as order
violation approaches. For instance, some techniques target
the domain of concurrent object oriented programs, and
focus on interleavings that lead to null pointer dereferencing
that occur when an execution flow erroneously tries to
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dereference an object reference after it has been set to null
by another execution flow [40], even if suitable protected
with locks that avoid data races.

4.4 Output and Oracle
Testing techniques produce two types of outputs, some
simply produce property satisfying interleavings that are in-
terleavings that expose a property of interest, while others
compare the results produced by executing an interleaving
with an oracle, and return the failing executions, thus imple-
menting the comparing with oracle feature of Figure 1.

In general, not all the interleavings that exhibit a prop-
erty of interest lead to a failure. Thus, techniques that
output property satisfying interleavings may result in false
positives. For instance, some techniques that detect data
races may signal many benign data races.

Oracles define criteria to discriminate between accept-
able and failing executions, and can be system crash, deadlock
or violated assertion oracles. System crash and deadlock ora-
cles, also known as implicit oracles, identify executions that
lead to system crashes and deadlocks, respectively. Violated
assertion oracles exploit assertions about the correct behav-
ior of the system, based either on explicit specifications or
implicit assumptions about the programming paradigm.

4.5 Guarantees
Different techniques for selecting interleavings guarantee
various levels of validity of the results.

A technique guarantees the feasibility of the results if
it produces only interleavings that can be observed in
some concrete executions. Not all techniques guarantee
the feasibility of interleavings, for instance, some predic-
tion techniques that analyze traces and produce alternative
interleavings of the observed operations may miss some
program constraints, and thus return interleavings that do
not correspond to any feasible execution.

A technique guarantees soundness of the results if it
produces only interleavings that lead to an oracle violation.
A technique guarantees the completeness of the results if it
produces all the interleavings that can be observed in some
concrete executions and that lead to an oracle violation. A
technique guarantees property soundness if it identifies only
feasible interleavings that exhibit the property of interest for
the considered test cases. A technique guarantees property
completeness if it identifies all feasible interleavings that
exhibit the property of interest for the considered test cases.

The concepts of property soundness and property com-
pleteness only apply to property based techniques. Several
authors of property based techniques present their approach
as sound and/or complete with respect to the property of
interleavings they consider. However, their claims often rely
on the assumption that only some specific synchronization
mechanisms are used. In the general case, the type of or-
der relations and analysis adopted in most property based
techniques, such as happens-before analysis [28] or causally-
precedes relations [29], can introduce approximations that
hamper both soundness and completeness [30].

Soundness and completeness describe the accuracy of a
technique in detecting concurrency faults. Property sound-
ness and property completeness describe the accuracy of

a technique in detecting interleavings that expose a given
property.

4.6 Target System
We identify three elements that characterize the type of
target concurrent systems, the communication model, the pro-
gramming paradigm and the consistency model.

The communication model specifies how the execution
flows interact with each other, and includes shared memory
and message passing models. General techniques target both
types of systems.

Many techniques target a specific programming paradigm,
sometimes identified by the target synchronization mecha-
nisms. For instance, some techniques exploit specific prop-
erties of the object oriented paradigm, such as encapsulation
of state or subtype substitutability. Similarly, other tech-
niques build on the assumptions provided in actor based
systems. Some techniques only consider faults that arise
from the use of specific synchronization mechanisms, such
as deadlocks that derive from the incorrect use of lock
based synchronization. Yet other techniques do not make
any assumption on the programming paradigm adopted
and work with general systems.

Finally, some testing techniques assume a sequential con-
sistency model, while other techniques can be applied to
relaxed consistency models.

4.7 Testing Technique
We characterize the many testing techniques proposed so
far along five axes, the type of analysis they implement, the
type, granularity and scope of the testing technique, and the
type of testing architecture they adopt.

4.7.1 Analysis
Testing techniques implement either dynamic or hybrid anal-
ysis. Dynamic analysis techniques use only information de-
rived from executions of the system under test. Hybrid anal-
ysis techniques use both static and dynamic information.
Strictly speaking, techniques that rely on static information
only are not testing techniques, and thus fall outside the
scope of this survey. We discuss the most relevant static
analysis techniques in the related work section (Section 7).

4.7.2 Type of testing
Testing techniques may target either functional or non-
functional properties. Functional testing techniques check the
correctness of the program results with respect to a given
oracle, while non-functional testing techniques verify non-
functional properties such as response time and scalability.

4.7.3 Granularity of testing
Different testing techniques work at various granularity lev-
els that span from unit to integration and system. Unit testing
techniques target individual units in isolation. For instance,
in object oriented programs, unit testing considers classes
in isolation, without taking into account their interactions
with other components of the system. Integration testing
techniques focus on the interactions between units, and
check that the communication interface between the units
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under test works as expected. System testing techniques
target the system as a whole, and verify that it meets its
requirements. In Section 5 we indicate both the granularity
level and the type of system components considered by the
testing technique.

4.7.4 Scope of testing
Some testing techniques have a limited scope in the devel-
opment process. For example, many techniques are used for
system validation, while other techniques target regression
testing.

4.7.5 Testing Architecture
Testing techniques refer to different testing architectures that
characterize the concrete infrastructure used to exercise the
system under test. Such infrastructures are composed of
one or more test drivers, which produce input data to one
or more execution flows of the system under test, and that
observe the outputs produced by the system under test. For
instance, to test a client-server distributed system, a driver
can initialize a client, submit some requests to the server,
wait for replies from the server, and evaluate the received
replies with respect to an oracle.

Testing architectures can be either centralized, when a
single driver interacts with the system under test, or dis-
tributed, when more than one driver interacts with (differ-
ent) execution flows of the system under test. The above
scenario of a client-server distributed system exemplifies
a centralized testing architecture. A framework for testing
a peer-to-peer system in a distributed environment with a
test driver for each peer is a simple example of a distributed
testing architecture.

We distinguish between synchronized and independent dis-
tributed testing architecture. In synchronized testing architec-
tures, the drivers coordinate each other by exchanging mes-
sages, while in independent testing architectures the drivers
execute independently and do not exchange messages to
coordinate their actions. In distributed testing architectures,
the driver synchronization is used to overcome controllability
and observability problems. These problems occur if a driver
cannot determine when to produce a particular input, or
whether a particular output is generated in response to a
specific input or not, respectively [41].

5 DETAILED SURVEY

We classify the main approaches for testing concurrent
systems according to the criteria discussed in Section 4.
Figure 5 shows the organization of this section. We use selec-
tion of interleavings as the main classification criterion, and
distinguish between property based and space exploration tech-
niques. We classify property based approaches according to
the target property of interleaving as data race (Section 5.1),
atomicity violation (Section 5.2), deadlock (Section 5.3), com-
bined (Section 5.4) and order violation (Section 5.5), and
discuss space exploration techniques in Section 5.6.

This organization groups together approaches that im-
plement related classes of methodologies and algorithms to
detect faults. This is the case of property based techniques
that exploit the same property of interleavings, which typi-
cally target the same type of concurrency faults, as well as

space exploration approaches, which typically target generic
types of faults.

We summarize the classification of the techniques in six
tables according to the criteria. Table 1, Table 2, Table 3,
Table 4 and Table 5 overview property based techniques.
Table 6 overviews space exploration techniques. The six
tables share the same structure. The rows indicate the tech-
niques with their name, when available, or with the name
of the authors of the paper that proposed the technique.
Rows are grouped by subcategory when applicable, and
report the approaches sorted by main contribution within
the same subcategory. The contribution of most approaches
is multi-faced, we list the approaches according to what we
identify as their core novelty, mentioning other elements
when particularly relevant. The columns correspond to the
criteria identified in Figure 4.

In the six tables we do not report explicitly type of testing,
scope of testing and testing architecture, since all the techniques
we analyze (i) implement functional testing, with the only
exception of SpeedGun, which focuses on performance,
(ii) are in the scope of validation testing, with the exception
of ReConTest, SimRT and SpeedGun, which are explic-
itly designed for regression testing, and (iii) implement a
centralized architecture. In Table 6, we also omit columns
prediction, property completeness and property soundness, since
they apply only to property based techniques.

5.1 Property Based: Data Race
We classify the large number of techniques designed to
detect data races in shared memory programs according to
both their granularity and the type of analysis they perform.
We consider techniques that target low level and high level
data races, and we further classify low level techniques as
lockset, happens-before and hybrid analysis techniques.

Low level data race detection techniques. Low level data race
detection techniques target data races that occur at the level
of individual memory locations. They rely on some form
of analysis to track the order relations between memory
instructions in a given execution trace, and either detect the
occurrence of a data race or predict if a data race is possible
in alternative interleavings.

These techniques rely either on lockset analysis, which
simply identifies concurrent memory accesses not protected
by locks, or on happens-before analysis, which detects some
order relations among concurrent memory accesses. Testing
techniques that rely on happens-before analysis often claim
to be property complete, meaning that they can detect all the
data races that can be generated with alternative schedules
of an input execution trace. However, happens-before analy-
sis is in general conservative: for instance, when it observes
the release of a lock followed by an acquisition of the same
lock in an execution trace, it interprets the two operations as
totally ordered, while they could appear in a different order
in other interleavings of the same trace. Because of this,
traditional happens-before analysis may miss some possible
interleavings, and may thus miss some faults [29].

The property completeness problem has been addressed
by either implementing variants of the happens-before re-
lation that capture the order of events more accurately, and
thus reduce the possibility of missing some faults [29], [30],
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Testing techniques
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Deadlock (S 5.3)
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Data centric

Code centric

High level

Low level

Hybrid

Happens-before

Lock-set

Heuristics

Coverage criteria

Exhaustive exploration

Stress testing

Fig. 5: Organization of the detailed survey

or by exploiting model checking to explore re-orderings
of instructions that are not allowed according to the over-
restrictive happens-before analysis, but still possible in prac-
tice. Some hybrid solutions combine the advantages of the
less accurate but inexpensive lockset analysis with the more
accurate but expensive happens-before analysis [42].

High level data race detection detection techniques. High
level data race detection techniques target complex data
structures, such as objects in object oriented programs, and
look for interleavings that lead to results not compatible
with any serial execution. The naı̈ve approach to detect
high level data races consists in comparing the results of an
interleaving with all possible serial executions. The intuitive
scalability issues of the exhaustive analysis of all possible
serial executions is tackled by many testing techniques that
exploit some form of specification provided by the devel-
oper, which indicates relevant order characteristics among
operations, such as commutativity.

5.1.1 Low level — Lockset
Lockset analysis has been proposed for data race detection
by Savage et al. in the late nineties based on the theory
of reduction that Lipton introduced in the seventies [18].
Savage et al.’s Eraser approach [23] addresses both the con-
servative limitations of static data race analysis and the per-
formance problems of happens-before analysis, the two pop-
ular classes of approaches for detecting data races that were
investigated at that time. Indeed in the nineties, happens-
before analysis was considered too expensive, since it re-
quires information for each execution flow about the con-
current accesses to each shared data item. Lockset analysis
reveals possible data races by both dynamically computing
the set of common locks held when accessing shared data
items, and identifying execution flows that access the same
shared data items without sharing any lock. By taking into

account only lock based synchronization, lockset analysis
improves the efficiency with respect to happens-before anal-
ysis since it only needs to store information about the set of
locks held by the execution flows, but looses accuracy, since
it ignores additional order relations determined by other
synchronization mechanisms. Thus, the techniques based on
lockset analysis are not property sound.

In the last fifteen years, research on data race detection
focused mostly on reducing the amount of false positives,
moving the attention back to happens-before analysis and
forward to hybrid approaches. The few recent techniques
based exclusively on lockset analysis aim to either improve
precision and efficiency or to extend to new programming
paradigms. Shacham et al. [43] and Racez [44] improve
the precision and accuracy, respectively, while Praun and
Gross [45] and ACCORD [46] extend lockset analysis to
object oriented and array based concurrent programs, re-
spectively.

Improving precision

Shacham et al., PPoPP 2005 [43]. Shacham et al. combine
dynamic lockset analysis with model checking to detect data
races in general shared memory programs. They capture
locking constraints with dynamic lockset analysis, generate
alternative interleavings for the executed trace with model
checking, and execute the interleavings identified by the
model checker to reveal faults. Lockset analysis ensures
property completeness but not property soundness, while
the final execution phase guarantees both soundness and
completeness with respect to the oracle.

Improving efficiency

Racez, ICSE 2011 [44]. Racez reduces the overhead of
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TABLE 1: Data race detection techniques
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Low level — Lockset
Shacham et al. X X X X X SM General Seq S D X X X X
Racez X X SM General Seq S D - - X
von Praun and Gross X X SM OO Seq S H - - X
ACCORD X X X X SM Fork-join Seq S D - -

Low level — Happens-before
FastTrack X X SM General Seq S D - - X
LiteRace X X SM General Seq U D - - X
Pacer X X SM General Seq S D - - X
SOS X X SM General Seq S D - - X
Carisma X X SM General Seq S D - - X
ReEnact X X X SM General Seq S D - - X
Narayanasamy et al. X X X SM General Seq S D X - - X
Frost X X X X X SM General Seq S D X
Portend X X X SM General Seq S D X - - X
Tian et al. X X SM General Seq S D - - X
RDIT X X X SM General Seq S D - -
Smaragdakis et al. X X X SM General Seq S D - -
DrFinder X X X SM General Seq S D - - X
RVPredict X X X SM General Seq S D - -
WebRacer X X SM Web platforms Seq S D - - X
EventRacer X X SM Event-based Seq S D - - X
DroidRacer X X SM Android apps Seq S D - - X
Java RaceFinder X X X SM General Rel S D X - - X
Relaxer X X X SM General Rel S D - - X

Low level — Hybrid
Choi et al. X X SM General Seq S H - - X
Wester et al. X X SM General Seq S D - - X
RaceMob X X SM General Seq S H X - - X
RaceFuzzer X X X SM General Seq S D X X
RaceTrack X X SM General Seq S D - - X
Goldilocks X X SM General Seq S H - - X
MultiRace X X SM General Rel S D - - X
SimRT X X X SM General Seq S D X X
Racageddon X X SM General Seq S D - - X
Narada X X X SM General Seq S D X X

High level
Colt X X X X SM OO Seq U D - - X
Dimitrov et al. X X X SM OO Seq U D - - X

In this and all the tables in the paper, the techniques are sorted according to their publication date within each subcategory, and are named as indicated by the
proposers, or by the authors of the seminal paper when a name is not available.

Legend (common to all tables):
SM shared memory Seq sequential consistency S system testing H hybrid analysis
MP message passing Rel relaxed consistency U unit testing D dynamic analysis

lockset analysis with a sampling approach that captures
only a subset of the synchronization operations and the
memory accesses performed by the target system, thus
trading accuracy for complexity. Racez inherits the idea of
sampling from previous work such as LiteRace and Pacer,
that we discuss in the remainder of this section. Racez
further reduces the overhead by both only instrumenting
synchronization operations and delegating the detection of
memory operations to the hardware performance monitor-
ing unit (PMU). The PMU stores hardware information in
a buffer that is accessed asynchronously with system-level
calls, and is usually adopted for performance monitoring.
This combination of user-level instrumentation to monitor
synchronization operations and hardware monitoring of
memory accesses leads to a very low overhead —Sheng
et al. report an overhead as low as 2.8% in some experi-
ments performed on real systems—. The approach is neither

property complete, due to the approximations introduced
by the sampling, nor property sound, since it relies on the
imprecise lockset analysis.

Extending to new paradigms

von Praun and Gross, OOPSLA 2001 [45]. von Praun
and Gross exploit the encapsulation features of object ori-
ented programs to reduce the time and space overhead
of the instrumentation to optimize lockset analysis. The
approach takes advantage of the confinement property that
characterizes objects and object fields that can be accessed
only by one execution flow, and excludes them during the
instrumentation. The technique pairs static analysis to detect
encapsulation properties and dynamic lockset analysis to
detect memory accesses. It searches for data races within
the executed interleavings, without predicting faults, thus,
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it is not property complete.

ACCORD, PPoPP 2011 [46]. ACCORD targets data races
in array-based concurrent programs characterized by fork-
join parallelism, like programs written in OpenMP, CILK
and TBB. ACCORD strengthens lockset analysis by relying
on an input model expressed as source code annotations
that specify the intended concurrency coordination strategy.
The model specifies the set of memory locations that each
execution flow reads and writes, distinguishing between
accesses that should only occur when a lock is acquired
and accesses that might occur without mutual exclusion.
ACCORD is one of the few approaches that exploit an-
notations from the developers to improve the accuracy of
the results. ACCORD automatically verifies that the con-
currency coordination strategy is data race free using a
constraint solver. It also automatically generates assertions
to check that the implementation conforms to the specified
concurrency coordination strategy during testing. ACCORD
is neither property complete, since the constraint solving
might not be able to generate solutions in all cases, nor
property sound, because the specification only targets lock
based synchronization mechanisms.

5.1.2 Low level — Happens-before
Happens-before analysis was introduced by Leslie Lamport
in the late seventies [47] and has been adopted in several
early techniques to detect data races in concurrent pro-
grams [48], [49].

Happens-before analysis is more precise than lockset
analysis, since it can deal with any kind of synchroniza-
tion mechanism beyond lock based synchronization, and
thus can avoid many false positives that are inevitable in
lockset analysis at the price of additional computational
costs. Happens-before analysis has been widely studied in
the last fifteen years in the context of testing data races
with focus on (i) improving performance, (ii) reducing false
positives, (iii) improving completeness, (iv) tailoring the
analysis to specific programming paradigms or languages,
and (v) extending the analysis to relaxed (non sequential)
memory models.

Different approaches improve the performance of
happens-before analysis by maintaining additional infor-
mation at runtime (FastTrack [50]), reducing the expensive
monitoring activities to a subset of samples (LiteRace [51],
Pacer [52], SOS [53] and Carisma [54]), exploiting the paral-
lelism of multi-core systems (Wester [55]), and implement-
ing happens-before analysis in hardware (ReEnact [56]).

Some approaches reduce the amount of false posi-
tives by (i) classifying data races in harmful and benign
(Narayanasamy et al. [57], Frost [58] and Portend [59]),
(ii) exploiting program specific synchronization mecha-
nisms (Tian et al. [60]) or (iii) considering synchronization
events generated from external libraries (RDIT [61]).

Smaragdakis et al. and DrFinder improve the complete-
ness of happens-before analysis by taking into account alter-
native interleavings of locked code regions [29], [62], while
RVPredict improves completeness by integrating happens-
before analysis with control flow information [30].

Some techniques improve the precision of the analysis
by reducing its scope to specific types of applications, and

exploiting the domain semantics to infer order constraints
more precisely: WebRacer [63] and EventRacer [64] adapt
the analysis to Web and event-based applications, respec-
tively; DroidRacer [65] applies the analysis to Android
applications.

RaceFinder [66] and Relaxer [67] augment the analysis
with model checking to capture order relations in the re-
laxed Java memory model.

Improving performance

FastTrack, PLDI 2009 [50]. FastTrack introduces a runtime
happens-before analysis with a constant time and space
complexity, thus improving over the linear complexity of
traditional vector clocks approaches. FastTrack builds upon
the observation that in the context of data race detection
the full generality of vector clocks is not needed to charac-
terize a large fraction of read and write operations. Thus, it
proposes a lightweight representation of the happens-before
information that records only the information about the last
write operation on each data item. In this way, it reduces the
cost of vector clock comparison up to an order of magnitude
compared to the original happens-before analysis. FastTrack
is neither property complete nor property sound.

LiteRace, PLDI 2009 [51]. LiteRace is the first technique
that introduces sampling to reduce the analysis overhead.
LiteRace instruments only cold regions that are defined as
the less frequently accessed code elements, based on the
assumption that frequently accessed code elements (hot
regions) have fewer probabilities to be involved in data races.
LiteRace trades property completeness (number of detected
data races) for efficiency. The technique is not property
sound, since the happens-before analysis might be unaware
of program-specific synchronization mechanisms.

Pacer, PLDI 2010 [52]. Similar to LiteRace, Pacer targets
the efficiency of happens-before analysis through sampling.
Differently from LiteRace that relies on a heuristic approach,
Pacer estimates the probability of finding data races within
code regions based on the sampling rate, thus trading
precision for costs. Pacer extends FastTrack by alternating
a sampling period that implements the classic FastTrack
algorithm, and a non-sampling period that reduces the
amount of recorded information and simplifies the manage-
ment of vector clocks. The non-sampling period reduces the
overhead of precise happens-before analysis. Pacer is not
property sound since the happens-before analysis does not
capture program-specific synchronization mechanisms. It is
not property complete due to the sampling approach that
does not analyze the entire execution.

SOS, OOPLA 2011 [53]. SOS improves FastTrack and
Pacer by reducing the overhead of dynamic happens-before
analysis, while maintaining the precision of the original
approach. SOS introduces the concept of stationary objects,
which are objects that are only read after being written
during the initialization period, and optimizes happens-
before analysis by excluding stationary objects from the
analysis, since they cannot lead to data races. SOS reduces
the average overhead of FastTrack by 45%, while increasing
the amount of detected races, and reveals over five times
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more races than Pacer when considering 50% runtime over-
head.

Carisma, ISSTA 2012 [54]. Carisma improves both the
performance and the accuracy of LiteRace and Pacer by ex-
ploiting the similarity between multiple accesses to the same
data structures, such as arrays or lists. When processing
many accesses to the same data structure, techniques such
as LiteRace and Pacer waste time with redundant memory
access sampling. Carisma dynamically infers the application
contexts that specify mappings between memory locations
and high level data structures, and uses the contexts to
compute the distribution of memory locations across data
structure to better balance the sampling budget. Being
based on FastTrack, Carisma is neither property sound nor
property complete.

ReEnact, ISCA 2003 [56]. ReEnact improves the perfor-
mance of happens-before analysis by proposing an original
hardware implementation. It segments a program execution
into epochs, saves the state of the program in cache prior to
each epoch, and persistently saves the state of the epoch
only at the end of its execution, if they do not suffer
from data races. Otherwise ReEnact rolls back, restores
the previous state, and re-executes the epoch under the
same interleaving with additional instrumentation to collect
useful information for the developers. ReEnact implements
happens-before analysis based on vector clocks, and reduces
the analysis overhead to a bare 5.8% of the program exe-
cution time in average. ReEnact automatically repairs data
race problems that match a set of predefined bug patterns,
such as a missing lock-unlock synchronization, and relies
on program annotations to distinguish benign data races.
Hence, it is neither property sound nor property complete
since it is not predictive.

Reducing false positives

Narayanasamy et al., PLDI 2007 [57]. Narayanasamy et
al.’s technique reduces the false positive rate by automat-
ically classifying the detected races as either benign or
harmful. For a given data race, the approach replays the
execution for the different orders among the memory op-
erations involved in the data race, and classifies the race
as harmful only if the executions result in different program
states. The approach can still lead to misclassifications, since
it would erroneously classify as benign a data race between
two interleavings that lead to indistinguishable state and
results only incidentally [59]. The approach is not property
complete, due to imprecisions in the dynamic analysis. It is
property sound, since it checks that the two different orders
between the memory operations involved in the data race
are feasible.

Frost, SOSP 2011 [58]. Frost detects non-benign data
races by comparing the results and program state obtained
by executing multiple replicas of the same program with
different interleavings. Frost segments an execution into
epochs, and runs each epoch on three replicas. It executes a
replica instrumented with dynamic happens-before analysis
to detect synchronization points in the program, and the
other two replicas with a non-preemptive controlled sched-

uler on a single thread. Frost schedules these two replicas
as complementary as possible, meaning that it schedules two
statements in reversed order in the two replicas whenever
the synchronization mechanisms allow so. Frost both infers
the presence of harmful data races and identifies the most
likely faulty replica by comparing the output of the three
replicas. When used at runtime, Frost can also recover from
a faulty execution by rolling back and re-executing the faulty
epoch. Frost incurs a utilization cost of 3 ×, since it executes
three replicas of each epoch. Simultaneously executions
replicas on spare cores can reduce the increased utilization
to a bare 3% to 12% overhead. Frost is neither property
sound nor property complete because of the imprecision
introduced by the happens-before analysis and by the epoch
splitting mechanism.

Portend, ASPLOS 2012 [59]. Portend proposes a precise
classification of data races, which includes different types of
harmful data races based on the effects that they have on
the system under test. It addresses the limitations of data
race classification approaches that rely on the identity of
both outputs and state of the pair of interleavings induced
by a data race: accidental identity and differences that do
not depend on data races. Portend considers data races
as benign only if they produce both the same results and
state under all possible test inputs, and checks this property
with symbolic execution. Portend is not property complete,
due to imprecisions of dynamic analysis. It is property
sound, since it checks if the two different orders between
the memory operations involved in the data race are both
feasible.

Tian et al., ISSTA 2008 [60]. Tian et al.’s dynamic tech-
nique proposes an automated mechanism to infer program-
specific synchronization mechanisms to improve the accu-
racy of happens-before analysis and thus reduce the rate
of false positives. Specifically, Tian et al. target synchro-
nizations based on flags, test-and-set locks and barriers.
They infer common patterns that indicate the presence of
such synchronization mechanisms, and dynamically detect
these patterns. The approach improves the precision of data
race detection, but does not detect all possible synchroniza-
tion constraints, and thus cannot guarantee either property
soundness or property completeness.

RDIT, FSE 2015 [61]. RDIT reduces the amount of false
positives of happens-before analysis by analyzing missing
events, which are events not captured by happens-before
analysis because they belong to portions of the code that
cannot be instrumented, such as external libraries. Missing
events are responsible for many false positives. RDIT tack-
les this problem by extending happens-before relation to
take into account also the invocations of external functions
even if their implementation cannot be instrumented. RDIT
assumes that two external functions that operate on some
shared memory locations can possibly use such locations
for synchronization purposes, and adds a happens-before
relation between the invocation of the two functions, thus
reducing the number of false positives that could be gen-
erated if this relation is ignored. RDIT relies on RVPredict,
discussed in the remainder of this section, for the data race
detection based on the computed happens-before relations.
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Thus, it does not ensure either property completeness or
property soundness.

Improving completeness

Smaragdakis et al., POPL 2012 [29]. Smaragdakis et al.
observe that, by analysing single execution traces, happens-
before analysis may infer incorrect order relations and thus
miss some data races. Indeed the order relation that the
happens-before analysis infers between the release and a
subsequent acquisition of the same lock may be violated
in other execution traces. Smaragdakis et al. mitigate this
problem, by proposing a new causally-precedes (CP) relation
that captures the order of execution of statements. The CP
relation relaxes the happens-before relation with respect to
lock releases and acquisitions by inferring an order between
two lock-protected blocks if and only if they contain con-
flicting statements. Smaragdakis et al. detect CP-races that
occur when two conflicting memory accesses are not CP
related, and demonstrate that a CP-race always corresponds
to a feasible interleaving with a data race. The technique
is neither property complete nor property sound, since it
can miss relations due to program-specific synchronization
mechanisms.

DrFinder, FSE 2015 [62]. DrFinder targets the problem of
detecting hidden data races, which are data races that pre-
vious the happens-before analysis –as well as the causally-
precedes analysis and the precise analysis implemented in
RVPredict– may miss due to the over-constraining nature of
the analysis. A hidden data race consists of a pair of accesses
to the same shared memory location that are in a happens-
before relation only for a subset of all possible interleavings.
For instance, hidden data races can occur when a happens-
before relation depends on the order of acquisition of a
lock, which can change from execution to execution. The
key intuition of DrFinder is that many hidden races can
be detected by reversing the order of execution of one or
more operations in a happens-before relation. For instance,
reversing the execution order of two locking operations
could remove a happens-before relation and expose a hid-
den data race. DrFinder introduces a new may-trigger relation
that specifies if a function may trigger a lock acquisition
either directly or indirectly, through a chain of function
invocations. DrFinder is a predictive technique. It computes
the may-trigger relation on an execution trace, looks for
alternative interleavings that might expose data races, and
executes the selected interleavings to check their feasibility.
DrFinder is neither property complete nor property sound.

RVPredict, PLDI 2014 [30]. RVPredict defines an order
relation to detect data races that improves the accuracy
of the classic happens-before analysis and the causally-
precedes analysis of Smaragdakis et al. The key insight of
the proposed relation consists in taking into account control
flow information. Previous dynamic data race prediction
approaches permute an execution trace to identify possible
feasible traces that may suffer from a data race by relying on
a conservative definition of feasibility that may miss some
valid interleavings. In particular, they assume read-write
consistency, meaning that every read in a valid permutation
returns the same value as in the original trace. RVPredict

exploits a more precise definition of feasible permutations:
it encodes the order relation as a set of constraints, and in-
vokes a constraint solver to detect races. Thanks to the addi-
tional information, RVPredict can detect up to two order of
magnitude more concurrency faults than approaches based
on happens-before or causally-precedes analysis. RVPredict
is not property complete, since it relies on constraint solving,
and is not property sound since it can miss program-specific
synchronization mechanisms like all the techniques based
on classic happens-before analysis.

Tailoring to specific paradigms

WebRacer, PLDI 2012 [63]. WebRacer enhances happens-
before analysis by taking advantage of the semantics of Web
platforms and in particular information about the specifica-
tion and implementation of the different browsers, like the
order constraints between loading, parsing and executing.
WebRacer focuses on (i) variable races, which represent data
races caused by concurrent accesses to shared memory loca-
tions, such as JavaScript variables, (ii) HTML races, which
occur when accesses of DOM nodes that represent HTML
elements may occur both before and after their creations,
(iii) function races, which occur when function invocations
may occur both before and after the parsing of the functions,
(iv) event dispatch races, which occur when events may fire
both before and after adding the corresponding event han-
dlers. WebRacer is neither property sound, since happens-
before analysis can miss program-specific synchronization
mechanisms, nor property complete, since it does not check
for alternative interleavings of the analyzed execution trace.
WebRacer automatically generates sets of events to interact
with Web sites, thus producing concrete test case.

EventRacer, OOPSLA 2013 [64]. EventRacer extends We-
bRacer by formulating the happens-before relation for
event-based programs, and improves the classification of
data races to reduce false positives. EventRacer extends the
analysis to ad-hoc synchronization mechanisms that devel-
opers often use to extend the few synchronization primitives
available in Web platforms, thus eliminating many benign
data races that data race detectors such as WebRacer report.
EventRacer prunes benign races by introducing the notion
of race coverage: a race a covers a race b if the race on
a is used as a synchronization element to eliminate the
race on b. An inexpensive inspection of uncovered races
can quickly identify races on synchronization variables, and
eliminate the false positives covered by those races. The set
of data items with uncovered races is 14 times smaller on
average than the set of all data items with races. EventRacer
implements an efficient vector clock algorithm to perform
happens-before analysis based on chain decomposition [68].

DroidRacer, PLDI 2014 [65]. DroidRacer dynamically ex-
ploits the concurrency semantics of the Android program-
ming model to derive a precise happens-before relation that
reduces the amount of false positives for Android applica-
tions. DroidRacer takes into account the non determinism
that derives from both multi-threaded executions and asyn-
chronous tasks, a concurrency mechanism implemented in
Android to prevent complex computations from running on
the user interface thread. Although DroidRacer is the only
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technique specifically conceived for Android applications so
far, the concurrency model of Android that is based on asyn-
chronous callbacks is similar to the model of Web platform
that is targeted by WebRacer and EventRacer. Compared
with EventRacer, DroidRacer does not consider ad-hoc syn-
chronization mechanisms, and thus it is not property sound.
It is not property complete either, due to the limitations in
the happens-before analysis it relies on.

Extending to relaxed memory models

Java RaceFinder, ASE 2009 [66]. Differently from most
data race detection techniques, Java RaceFinder (JRF) does
not assume a sequentially consistent memory model and
introduces a new happens-before analysis to capture or-
dering relations in the relaxed Java memory model. JRF
relies on the Java PathFinder model checker to generate
interleavings that may result in data races, and explores
the interleaving space driven by patterns that increase the
probability to identify a data race. JRF is property complete,
since it relies on model checking and exploits a precise
variant of happens-before analysis that does not produce
false order constraints. It is not property sound, since it can
miss program-specific synchronization mechanisms.

Relaxer, ISSTA 2011 [67]. In line with Java RaceFinder,
Relaxer defines a dynamic analysis approach to detect data
races in a relaxed memory model. The analysis detects
potential data races in a sequentially consistent execution
trace by computing the set of potential happens-before
cycles, which represent possible violations of sequential
consistency, uses the detected races to predict alternative
interleavings on a relaxed memory model, and exploits a
biased-random scheduler to force the occurrence of such
interleavings. Relaxer is not property complete, since it uses
a random scheduler that could miss some interleavings that
suffer from a data race, and is not property sound, since it
may miss program-specific synchronization mechanisms.

5.1.3 Low level — Hybrid

Hybrid techniques combine lockset and happens-before
analyses to benefit from the accuracy of happens-before
analysis with the efficiency of lockset analysis. Following
the seminal work of Choi et al. [69], hybrid techniques
limit the scope of expensive happens-before analysis to
code fragments that either static or dynamic lockset analysis
efficiently isolates as possibly affected by data races.

The approaches differ from their focus that can be on
(i) improving performance by means of specific execution
frameworks, (ii) reducing the amount of false positives,
(iii) targeting specific synchronization mechanisms, (iv) cov-
ering relaxed memory models, and (v) completing the iden-
tified interleavings with test cases.

In line with the seminal work of Choi et al., Wester et
al. and RaceMob improve performance by pipelining the
analysis on multicore hardware [55] and crowdsourcing
distribute data race detection across several executions [70],
respectively. RaceFuzzer [71] reduces the amount of false
positives by randomly generating executions that expose
data races and observing their effects. RaceTrack [72] targets
both lock-based and fork-join synchronization primitives,

while Goldilocks [73] targets the synchronization mecha-
nisms of software transactions. MultiRace [74] covers re-
laxed memory models. SimRT [75] complements interleav-
ings with test case priorities, while Racageddon [76] and
Narada [77] complement interleavings with test cases.

Seminal work

Choi et al., PLDI 2002 [69]. Choi et al.’s reduce the
overhead of data-race detection by combining static and
dynamic optimization techniques. They determine a set of
statements that can cause data races with static lockset
analysis, and verify if the canditate statements lead to a
data race by tracing the runtime memory accesses of the
selected statements only. They introduce a weaker-than de-
pendence relation among statements that identifies state-
ments whose instrumentation would be redundant, They
cache the memory accesses to further optimize the analysis.
The combination of these optimizations reduces the runtime
overhead down to 13% to 42%, by trading performance for
completeness. The weaker-than relation guarantees to report
at least one (not every) memory access operations involved in
a data race on a memory location. As a consequence, the
technique is neither property complete nor complete. It is
not sound, since it could miss ad-hoc synchronization mech-
anisms. O’Callahan and Choi later extend this approach by
relying on dynamic lockset analysis [42].

Improving performance

Wester et al., ASPLOS 2013 [55]. Wester et al. propose a
parallel infrastructure that exploits multiple cores to speed
up lockset and happens-before analyses. The technique
splits an execution trace into multiple epochs, which are
executed on different cores in a pipeline. A preliminary
cheap analysis identifies epochs whose initial conditions
depend on the results of other epochs to determine the
minimum amount of information needed to initialize all
epochs. The technique takes advantage of multiple cores
to execute different epochs in parallel, and guarantees that
an epoch runs entirely on a single core thus significantly
optimizing the analysis due to the limited synchronization
on data structures that store information on individual
epochs. The technique inherits the limitations of the tools it
uses for data race detection, and thus it is neither property
complete nor property sound.

RaceMob, SOSP 2013 [70]. RaceMob optimizes dynamic
analysis with crowdsourcing. RaceMob statically identifies
candidate data races with lockset analysis, and distributes
the dynamic validation of these candidate data races to
many people. Each individual monitors only the memory
accesses related a subset of candidate races, thus requiring
to instrument only a small subset of memory accesses for
each individual, with a conceivable reduction of the over-
head of the single executions. RaceMob is property sound.
It is not property complete, since it is not predictive.

Reducing false positives

RaceFuzzer, PLDI 2008 [71]. RaceFuzzer extends the hy-
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brid lockset and happens-before analyses proposed by Choi
et al. to predict data races in alternative executions [42].
RaceFuzzer dynamically computes order information us-
ing an imprecise but efficient combination of lockset and
happens-before analyses to reduce the computational cost.
It then computes alternative interleavings of the execu-
tion trace using a probabilistic algorithm that pauses an
execution flow with random sleeps when trying to per-
form unprotected accesses to shared data items. RaceFuzzer
executes the different interleavings determined by a data
race and uses either program crashes or assertions to dis-
criminate between faulty and benign races. RaceFuzzer is
not property complete since it selects interleavings with a
probabilistic mechanism, and is not property sound either
since the hybrid analysis might miss some synchronization
constraints. Nevertheless, the final execution phase guaran-
tees the soundness with respect to the oracle.

Targeting specific synchronization mechanisms

RaceTrack, SOSP 2005 [72]. RaceTrack detects data races
in shared memory programs that are executed on the vir-
tual machine of the Microsoft Common Language Runtime.
RaceTrack improves the accuracy of the analysis by means
of a hybrid algorithm that supports both lock-based and
fork-join synchronization, and that monitors memory ac-
cesses up to the granularity of individual object fields and
array elements. RaceTrack reduces the runtime overhead
by implementing an adaptive approach that dynamically
adjusts both the granularity of the detection and the amount
of history of memory accesses maintained for each unit.
RaceTrack analyzes a system execution to detect possible
data races, without predicting new ones, and is neither
property complete nor property sound. Indeed, RaceTrack
might miss some data races as a consequence of the adap-
tive mechanism it adopts to adjust the granularity of the
analysis, and might generate false warnings, due to user
defined locking mechanisms not captured by the happens-
before relation.

Goldilocks, PLDI 2007 [73]. Goldilocks is the first data race
detection technique that considers software transactions in
addition to other synchronization mechanisms. Similarly to
Choi et al’s approach approach, Goldilocks exploits a sound
lockset static analysis to avoid instrumenting memory ac-
cesses that are guaranteed to be race free. Goldilocks dy-
namically detects data races using a happens-before analysis
that takes into account the semantic of memory transactions.
In this way, Goldilocks combines lockset and happens-
before analyses to improve precision and efficiency. The
technique does not predict alternative interleaving, thus it
is not complete. It is also not sound, since it can miss ad-hoc
synchronization mechanisms.

Covering relaxed memory models

MultiRace, PPoPP 2003 [74]. MultiRace detects data races
both at variable and object granularity levels by consider-
ing the relaxed C++ memory model. MultiRace combines
lockset and happens-before analyses and takes into account
both lock-based and barrier synchronization mechanisms.

MultiRace aims to detect data races in production mode and
introduces analysis optimizations that reduce the number
of checks to memory accesses thus reducing the overhead.
MultiRace is neither property complete nor complete since
it is not predictive. It is not property sound, since it could
miss program-specific synchronization mechanisms.

Completing Interleavings with test cases

SimRT, ICSE 2014 [75]. SimRT targets regression testing.
It selects and prioritizes regression test cases according to
the probability of exposing newly introduced data races
after program changes by identifying the variables that
are both impacted by a program change and accessed by
multiple execution flows in the modified program. It imple-
ments a classic greedy test case prioritization to early detect
possible data races, thus reducing the analysis time with a
saving of up to 95% of the overall testing time. SimRT builds
on top of RaceFuzzer to detect data races, and presents the
same guarantees.

Racageddon, PPoPP 2014 [76]. Racageddon introduces
race directed scheduling, a technique to generate a test input
together with an interleaving that lead to executing a target
data race. Racageddon combines the hybrid data race de-
tection technique introduced by O’Callahan and Choi [42]
to identify a set of candidate data races, with dynamic
symbolic execution to find an input and an interleaving
that expose the candidate data race. Racageddon alternates
dynamic symbolic execution with an improve function that
permutes some instructions in the schedule to increase the
probability of observing the candidate data race. Racaged-
don is neither property sound nor property complete, be-
cause it inherits the limitations of the underlying analysis
and exploration approaches.

Narada, PLDI 2015 [77]. Narada automates the task of
generating a test suite to detect data races. It monitors the
execution of a sequential test suite with lockset analysis
to identify unprotected accesses to shared data elements,
and to infer the state of the system and the sequences of
function invocations that can trigger a data race. It uses
this information to synthesize concurrent test cases that can
expose the data race. Narada relies on RaceFuzzer [71] to
execute and analyze the generated test cases.

5.1.4 High level
Few approaches move from the analysis of direct shared
memory accesses to the analysis of complex data structures.
Both Shacham et al. with Colt, [78] and Dimitrov et al. [79]
rely on system specifications to detect high level data races,
that is, data races that involve complex data structures.

Colt, OOPSLA 2011 [78]. Colt detects non-linearizable
sequences of operations on Java objects by analyzing the
trace of a single execution flow and randomly generating an
adversary concurrent execution flow. It prunes the space of
interleavings by exploiting both the commutativity proper-
ties of operations on data structures and a set of specified
linearization points, which are program locations in which
an operation is assumed to take place [80]. Colt is not
property complete because it relies on a random definition
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of the adversary execution flow and executes only a subset
of all possible interleavings. It is not property sound because
the randomly generated sequences of operations may be
infeasible due to semantics of the program.

Dimitrov et al., PLDI 2014 [79]. Dimitrov et al. target com-
mutative data races, which are pairs of operations on the
same object that are not ordered according to the happens-
before relation, and do not commute according to commuta-
tivity specifications given in expressive ECL logic formulas,
which predicate on the arguments and return values of each
method. The technique converts the commutativity speci-
fications into intermediate executable representations that
enrich the happens-before relation and reduce the amount
of interleavings to consider. The approach is not property
sound because happens-before analysis might miss some
synchronization constraint. It is not property complete since
it only checks for data races in a given trace and does not
consider alternative interleavings.

5.2 Property Based: Atomicity Violation
We classify atomicity violation techniques based on the
considered atomicity constraints as code centric, which target
code regions, and data centric, which target data items.
Similarly to the data race detection techniques, atomicity
violation techniques dynamically analyze the target system
to investigate the order relations imposed by the synchro-
nization mechanisms, by exploiting some form of lockset or
happens-before analysis, and suffer from the limitations of
the ground analyses.

5.2.1 Code centric
Detecting code centric atomicity violations involves (i) iden-
tifying code regions that are intended to be atomic, and
(ii) detecting interleavings that violate the atomicity of the
identified code regions.

Different techniques identify code regions that are in-
tended to be atomic by relying on (i) system specifications
or models, (ii) assumptions or heuristics on atomic blocks,
or (iii) static or dynamic analyses that infer atomic blocks.

In general, detecting if an interleaving violates atomicity
correspond to check if the interleaving is serializable, that
is, the results of its execution are equivalent to the results of
any serial execution. Checking serializability is impractical
due to the large number of serial executions that are present
even in small programs. Code centric approaches reduce
the problem of verifying the atomicity of interleavings by
searching for memory-access patterns that encode sufficient
but not necessary conditions for non-serializability, thus
trading completeness for performance. Current approaches
exploit some form of dynamic analysis, usually happens-
before analysis.

The two-phase code centric approach to detect atomicity
violations originates from Atomizer, the seminal work of
Flanagan and Freund [27]. The recent code centric ap-
proaches improve the original Atomizer approach with
techniques to: (i) infer atomic regions, (ii) reduce the amount
of false positives, (iii) improve performance, and (iv) aug-
ment the selection of interleavings with test case generation.

SVD [81] and AVIO [36] infer atomic code regions
by relying on information of both the structure and the

dynamic behavior of the system under test. Velodrome,
AtomFuzzer, HAVE and Penelope reduce the amount of
false positives by either taking into account static informa-
tion (HAVE [82]) or analyzing the results of interleavings
that lead to atomicity violations (Velodrome [35], Atom-
Fuzzer [83] and Penelope [37]). The approach by Wang
and Stoller [84], CTrigger [85], Falcon [86], Best [87] and
DoubleChecker [88] improve performance, in many ways.
Wang and Stoller exploit object oriented properties to opti-
mize the Atomizer approach; CTrigger reduces the time to
reveal atomicity violations by prioritizing the interleavings
according to the probability they will occur; Falcon limits
the amount of information stored during the analysis, thus
trading accuracy for performance; Best aggregates interleav-
ings into equivalence classes and examines only one repre-
sentative interleaving per class; DoubleChecker combines
an imprecise but efficient analysis with a precise but more
expensive analysis on demand. Intruder [89] completes the
interleaving by generating test cases that expose atomicity
violations.

Seminal work

Atomizer, POPL 2004 [27]. Atomizer is the first work to
target atomicity violations. Atomizer exploits lockset anal-
ysis —and in particular a reduction algorithm— to identify
non serializable interleavings, relying on code annotations
that specify atomic code blocks. The technique is not predic-
tive, since it only analyzes the executed interleaving.

Inferring atomic regions

SVD, PLDI 2005 [81]. SVD automatically infers approx-
imations of atomic regions by exploiting data and control
dependencies. As SVD atomic region is the largest group
of mutually related and control dependent statements that
do not read again any variable written in the region itself.
The heuristic inference of atomic regions does not rely on
any synchronization construct, hence it identifies atomic
regions even when locks are mistakenly omitted. In the case
of atomicity violation, SVD reports a detailed log of the
conflicts on data items to simplify software debugging and
repairing. SVD is neither property complete nor property
sound, because of the heuristic approach used to infer
atomic regions.

AVIO, ASPLOS 2006 [36]. Similar to SVD, AVIO automat-
ically infers atomic code blocks, but referring to a relaxed
definition of atomicity, to detect also atomicity violations
that involve write-write conflicts, which are not considered
by the SVD heuristic. AVIO models atomicity in terms of
access interleaving invariants that it iteratively infers from
system executions. AVIO starts from an initial set of can-
didate invariants —all pairs of accesses in the program—
and repeatedly executes the system to remove unserializ-
able interleavings that do not lead to system misbehaviors.
AVIO monitors the execution of the system to detect four
different access patterns that violate the access interleaving
invariants and thus are not serializable. The authors present
both a software and a hardware implementation of AVIO.
The hardware implementation takes advantage of hardware
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TABLE 2: Atomicity violation detection techniques
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Code centric
Atomizer X X X SM General Seq S D - - X
SVD X X SM General Seq S D - - X
AVIO X X SM General Seq S D - - X
Velodrome X X SM General Seq S D - - X
AtomFuzzer X X X X SM General Seq S D X X
HAVE X X X SM General Seq S H - -
Penelope X X X X SM General Seq U D X X
Wang and Stoller X X X SM OO Seq S D X - -
CTrigger X X X X X SM General Seq S D X X
Falcon X X SM General Seq U D - - X
Best X X X SM General Seq S H - - X
DoubleChecker X X X SM General Seq U D - - X
Intruder X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. SM General Seq U D n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Data centric
Muvi X n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. SM General Seq S D n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Hammer et al. X X X SM General Seq S H - - X
AssetFuzzer X X X X SM General Seq S D - - X
ReConTest X X X X X SM General Seq S D X X X X

cache coherence protocols and virtually eliminates the anal-
ysis overhead, similarly to the ReEnact data race detector.

Reducing false positives

Velodrome, PLDI 2008 [35]. Velodrome reduces the num-
ber of false positives with respect to previous approaches
such as Atomizer, by relying on a specification of atomic
code blocks to detect (and not predict) atomicity violations.
Velodrome looks for cyclic patterns in the happens-before
graph, which represent sufficient and necessary conditions
for atomicity violations [90]. Velodrome locates the opera-
tions that most likely lead to the atomicity violations by
pruning unrelated operations.

AtomFuzzer, FSE 2008 [83]. AtomFuzzer exploits anno-
tations that specify which code blocks are intended to
be atomic, and limits the analysis to pairs of execution
flows that use a single lock to ensure the atomicity of
a code region. It randomly generates interleavings for a
test case by exploiting happens-before analysis to capture
order relations among execution flows. It executes the test
case with random pauses in correspondence of accesses
to critical memory regions, to maximize the probability of
observing an atomicity violation. AtomFuzzer is neither
property complete nor complete, since its prediction relies
on a probabilistic algorithm. It is sound, since its final output
consists only of executions that lead to oracle violations.

HAVE, FASE 2009 [82]. HAVE extends the predictive
techniques by taking into account the control flow: It im-
plements a hybrid static and dynamic analysis that specula-
tively approximates the results that could have occurred in
branches that have not been observed in the executed traces
yet. HAVE statically infers a static summary tree for each
method in the system to model the control flow, the memory
accesses and the synchronization primitives of the method.
HAVE combines the static summary trees with dynamic

happens-before analysis to produce a model that captures
both the events that happen during the execution and the
events that would have happened in different unexplored
branches. As in other techniques such as Velodrome, HAVE
looks for non serializable cyclic patterns in the model. HAVE
does not guarantee feasibility and thus is not property
sound. It is not property complete either since it does not
consider all the alternative interleavings of the analyzed
execution trace.

Penelope, FSE 2010 [37]. Penelope extends the happens-
before analysis to take into account alternative orders of
lock acquisitions and releases that violate a set of prede-
fined atomicity violation patterns, and re-executes the target
program under the predicted atomicity violating schedules
to prune false positives with test oracles. Penelope is not
property complete, since it detects only a subset of all the
alternative interleavings of the observed execution trace. It
is not property sound since the dynamic analysis it imple-
ments can miss some ordering constraints.

Improving performance

Wang and Stoller, TSE 2006 [84]. Wang and Stoller propose
the first technique to predict rather than detect atomicity
violations. They propose two approaches for optimizing the
detection of atomicity violation in object oriented programs.
The first approach extends Atomizer based on Lipton’s
reduction [18], and introduces several optimizations, for in-
stance identify read-only and thread-local variables to detect
atomicity violations online. The second approach reasons
on the commutativity of code blocks. It is more precise but
also more expensive, and thus works offline. The proposed
approaches are property complete but not property sound,
since they do not consider program-specific synchronization
mechanisms.

CTrigger, ASPLOS 2009 [85]. Like Velodrome, CTrigger is
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a predictive technique. It targets C programs and refers to
specific access patterns that involve pairs of execution flows.
CTrigger executes a test case and relies on happens-before
analysis to predict interleavings that expose the patterns
of interest. CTrigger builds on the observation that, when
multiple accesses to a shared variable in an execution flows
are close to each other, the probability of an interleaved
access from a different execution flow is low. Thus, CTrigger
ranks the interleavings based on the distance of the accesses
to the shared variables, aiming to prioritize interleavings
that have a lower probability of occurrence. CTrigger is
not property sound, due the limitations of happens-before
analysis. It is not property complete either, since it detects all
possible interleavings that expose the considered patterns,
but can still miss some faulty interleavings.

Falcon, ICSE 2010 [86]. Falcon builds on the concept
of fixed-sized sliding window to detect suspicious patterns
that lead to unserializable memory accesses. It maintains
access information for each shared data item in a fixed-
size window, and uses the information stored in such a
window to detect suspicious memory access patterns. The
sliding window keeps focus on the closely related accesses,
by substituting the oldest accesses in the window with new
ones. The size of the window is parametric and determines
the trade off between the performance and the accuracy
of the analysis. Because of this trade off, Falcon does not
guarantee property soundness and completeness. Falcon
ranks access patterns according to the probability of leading
to concurrency faults. It executes the target system multiple
times, registering the set of memory accesses occurring in
failing and non-failing executions, and ranking memory
access patterns according to their frequency.

Best, ASE 2011 [87]. Best improves the accuracy and
the performance of prediction techniques, like HAVE and
Penelope, by defining and targeting new non-serializable
patterns. Best monitors the system execution, identifies syn-
chronization constraints, and exploits an SMT solver to de-
rive alternative interleavings that might lead to atomicity vi-
olations. It improves scalability by applying simplifications
that aggregate interleavings into equivalence classes, and
executing only one interleaving per class. A distinguishing
characteristic of Best is the analysis of non-instrumented
binary code: Best does not need the source code or any
modified version of the target program, but only debug
information, such as the mapping of instructions to source
code lines. Indeed, Best infers the atomicity of code blocks
by relying on the structure of the code, including the use of
non-synchronization variables and the maximum distance,
in terms of lines of code, between two uses of such variables.
Due to imprecisions in the analysis and in the inference of
atomicity assumptions, Best does not guarantee property
soundness and property completeness.

DoubleChecker, PLDI 2014 [88]. DoubleChecker reduces
the cost of detecting atomicity violations by combining pre-
cise and imprecise analyses. The imprecise analysis tracks
all the possible data dependencies between execution flows,
and identifies a set of possible atomicity violations that
contains many false positives, due to approximations in
the analysis. Similar to the Velodrome and HAVE, Dou-

bleChecker precise analysis looks for cyclic patterns in the
happens-before graph and tracks precisely the data depen-
dencies by considering the execution flows involved in the
atomicity violations identified with the imprecise analysis.
In this way DoubleChecker prunes many of the false pos-
itives generated in the first step, with a small overhead
due to the limited scope of the analysis. DoubleChecker
is not property complete, since it detects but does pre-
dict atomicity violations, and is not property sound, since
happens-before analysis might miss some synchronization
constraints.

Completing interleavings with test cases

Intruder, FSE 2015 [89]. Intruder automatically generates
test cases to detect atomicity violations in multi-threaded
Java libraries. Similarly to Narada, Intruder executes a
sequential test suite and instruments the target system to
profile the lock acquisitions and releases, and the field
accesses. It then performs a lock-based analysis to infer
possible atomicity violations based on four memory access
patterns that are known to be non-serializable. Based on
the results of this analysis, Intruder combines sequential
test cases available in the test suite to generate concurrent
test cases that have a high probability to expose atomicity
violations. Intruder focuses on test case generation, and
relies on other techniques to detect atomicity violations. For
this reason, in Table 2 we do not specify any aspect that
depends on the adopted detection technique (n.a. in the
table).

5.2.2 Data centric
Detecting data centric atomicity violations involves finding
violations of atomic-set serializability, a property of inter-
leavings that Vaziri et al. introduced in 2006 to capture
data consistency properties that bind multiple data items
in concurrent programs [38]. The recent data centric ap-
proaches focus on (i) analyzing the correlation between data
items (Muvi [91]), (ii) revealing data access patterns that
characterize some form of atomicity violation (Hammer et
al. and AssetFuzzer [34], [92]) or (iii) producing regression
tests that take advantage of the differences among system
versions (ReConTest [93]).

Analyzing data correlations

Muvi, SOSP 2007 [91]. Muvi considers atomicity viola-
tions that involve multiple semantically correlated variables.
Muvi builds on the observation that shared variables that
are semantically correlated should be accessed and modified
in a consistent way. Muvi checks that correlated variables
are accessed within the same atomic region, and signals
an atomicity violation in the presence of accesses not con-
sistently protected within atomic regions. Muvi identifies
variable correlations by means of a static analysis approach
that relies on the observation that (i) correlated variables
are usually accessed together, and thus their accesses are
commonly mutually close in the source code, and (ii) cor-
related variables are accessed within the same function.
Muvi considers two variables x and y to be correlated if
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they are accessed together in at least a minimum number
of functions within a maximum distance of lines of code.
Muvi relies on existing approaches to detect and predict
atomicity violations that involve correlated variables. The
features that depend on the specific approach adopted are
left unspecified in Table 2.

Revealing access patterns

Hammer et al., ICSE 2008 [34]. Hammer et al. propose
an automata-based algorithm to detect violations of atomic-
set serializability constraints. They identify eleven prob-
lematic data access patterns that characterize non atomic-
set serializable executions and that apply to general shared
memory programs. The technique is predictive. It statically
identifies the object fields that may be accessed by multiple
threads, instruments the identified objects to dynamically
generate an automaton for each field, and relies on the
automaton to detect access patterns that violate atomic-set
serializability. The technique generates new interleavings
relying on pseudo-random noise injection. All the generated
interleavings are feasible, since they are observed from
concrete executions. The technique is not property complete,
since it can miss some interleavings that expose the patterns
of interest due to the probabilistic nature of the interleavings
selection process. It is not property sound either, because of
possible imprecisions in the analysis to detect order relations
between instructions in different execution flows.

AssetFuzzer, ICSE 2010 [92]. AssetFuzzer uses a relaxed
happens-before analysis to detect Hammer et al.’s patterns,
and a probabilistic process to steer the execution towards
the relevant interleavings identified with happens-before
analysis. AssetFuzzer extends RaceFuzzer and AtomFuzzer
approaches that target data races and code centric atomicity
violations, respectively, to data centric violations. Asset-
Fuzzer is not property complete, since it relies on a prob-
abilistic algorithm to select interleavings, and not property
sound either since a relaxed happens-before analysis might
miss some synchronization constraints.

Regression testing

ReConTest, ICSE 2015 [93]. ReConTest selects a subset of
interleavings from a test suite for optimizing regression test
suites of concurrent programs. ReConTest reduces the large
amount of interleavings to be re-executed in the context of a
regression testing of concurrent systems by identifying the
interleavings that might be affected by the program changes,
and by selecting the interleavings that may both occur only
in the new version and lead to atomic-set serializability
violations. ReConTest executes both the old and the new
versions of the program to collect information about mem-
ory accesses, and uses this information to detect memory ac-
cesses potentially affected by the change with change impact
analysis. It executes the identified interleavings focusing
both on memory accesses that can occur in the new but
not in the old version of the system and memory accesses
that can be executed with different concurrency contexts
(sets of retained locks) in the old and new versions. The
identified interleavings are feasible and violate atomic-set

serializability, thus the technique is sound.

5.3 Property Based: Deadlock
Most testing approaches for detecting deadlocks build
on the seminal work of Goodlock [94] and Deadlock-
Fuzzer [95]. Goodlock dynamically records the locking pat-
tern of each program execution as a lock tree, and compares
the trees of the threads pairwise to detect circular dependen-
cies that can lead to possible resource deadlocks. Deadlock-
Fuzzer elaborates the potential deadlocks identified with
Goodlock to find feasible executions that deadlock.

The main recent techniques build on top of Goodlock
and DeadlockFuzzer to: (i) optimize performance, (ii) com-
plement selection of interleavings with test case generation,
(iii) consider synchronization mechanisms other than locks.

MagicFuzzer [96] and Wolf [97] improve performance
by pruning the lock trees, while ConLock [98] improves
the randomized scheduler of DeadlockFuzzer to avoid
artificially-generated deadlocks. Sherlock [99] symboli-
cally executes the program to identify relevant test inputs.
OMEN [100] extends DeadlockFuzzer to generate concur-
rent test cases starting from sequential ones. Armus [101]
does not consider lock synchronization but targets dead-
locks caused by barrier synchronization primitives.

Seminal work

Goodlock, SPIN 2000 [94]. Goodlock targets lock based
synchronization between pairs of execution flows. It dynam-
ically instruments the program under test to build a lock
tree, which captures the locking pattern of an execution flow,
and compares pairs of lock trees to detect circular dependen-
cies that can lead to possible resource deadlocks. Goodlock
does not execute the identified potential deadlocks. Thus, it
does not guarantee the feasibility of the identified deadlocks
and is neither property sound nor sound.

DeadlockFuzzer, PLDI 2009 [95]. DeadlockFuzzer extends
Goodlock to execute the predicted deadlocks, thus con-
firming their actual fasibility. DeadlockFuzzer relies on
the Goodlock analysis and thus considers only lock-based
synchronization faults. DeadlockFuzzer uses the collected
information to guide a randomized scheduler, thus improv-
ing the probability of selecting interleavings that expose
deadlocks.

Improving performance

MagicFuzzer, ICSE 2012 [96]. MagicFuzzer improves the
scalability of the Goodlock analysis by introducing a tech-
nique to prune the lock graph. MagicFuzzer observes that
a deadlock that corresponds to a cycle in the lock graph
contains only nodes that have both incoming and outgoing
edges. Thus, it iteratively removes all the nodes that do not
satisfy this property, as well as their connected edges. Mag-
icFuzzer introduces a novel algorithm to analyze the pruned
graph, relying on the observation that an execution flow
can participate only in a single node of a deadlock cycle.
MagicFuzzer partitions the nodes based on the execution
flow they belong to, and implements a search strategy that
does not explore redundant paths.
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TABLE 3: Deadlock detection techniques
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Goodlock X X X SM Lock sync Seq S D - -
DeadlockFuzzer X X X SM Lock sync Seq S D X X X
MagicFuzzer X X X SM Lock sync Seq S D X X X
Wolf X X X SM Lock sync Seq S D X X X
ConLock X X X SM Lock sync Seq S D X X X
Sherlock X X X SM Lock sync Seq S D X X X
OMEN X X X SM Lock sync Seq S D X X X
Armus X X SM Barrier sync Seq S D X X X

Wolf, PPoPP 2014 [97]. Wolf improves the accuracy of the
monitoring and analysis features of Goodlock by adopting
happens-before analysis to prune candidate deadlocks that
are infeasible due to order relations among events. In this
way, Wolf reduces the number of candidate deadlocks to be
confirmed by the randomized scheduler.

ConLock, ICSE 2014 [98]. ConLock addresses the thrashing
problem of randomized scheduling algorithms that occurs
when the randomized scheduler generates an artificial dead-
lock. In this case the execution flows are suspended by
the scheduler and cannot progress, but a deadlock cannot
be confirmed. This problem reduces the confirmation capa-
bilities of the randomized scheduler and thus impacts on
the effectiveness of the approach. ConLock addresses the
thrashing problem by introducing a should-happen-before
order relation that is captured during the dynamic analysis.
The relation is used by the randomized scheduler to increase
the probability to reach and thus confirm a deadlock.

Complementing interleavings with test cases

Sherlock, FSE 2014 [99]. Sherlock extends Goodlock with
dynamic symbolic execution to select new inputs and in-
terleavings. The goal of this improved analysis is to detect
deadlocks that occur after long computations, even millions
of lines of code. Sherlock iteratively invokes two execute and
permute functions. The former computes the path condition
of the current execution by means of dynamic symbolic
execution. The latter uses the path condition to generate a
new set of program inputs that execute a new schedule.
The two functions are executed iteratively until reaching
either a schedule that leads to the deadlock candidate or
an infeasible schedule.

OMEN, OOPSLA 2014 [100]. OMEN automatically gen-
erates concurrent test cases to reveal deadlocks by exploiting
properties of sequential executions. OMEN adopts an ap-
proach similar to Intruder to generate concurrent test cases:
it executes a sequential test suite, builds a lock dependency
relation that captures the lock acquisitions of the executed
methods, and generates concurrent test cases that include
the methods and parameters of the sequential test cases,
but are invoked in different execution flows. For instance,
a sequential execution can identify a set of method calls
that acquire nested locks, and can results in a deadlock if
executed from multiple execution flows.

Extending to other synchronization mechanisms

Armus, PPoPP 2015 [101]. Armus targets deadlocks
caused by barrier synchronization primitives. It introduces
a graph analysis technique to detect deadlocks that is both
property sound and property complete with respect to pro-
grams that only adopt barrier synchronization primitives,
but not property complete in general, since deadlocks can
derive from other synchronization mechanisms. The imple-
mentation of Armus for X10 and Java is characterized by a
low overhead, which improves the scalability to industrial
size programs.

5.4 Property Based: Combined
Few techniques target both atomicity violations and data
races, and rely on happens-before analysis. Agarwal et
al. [102] focus on performance by complementing happens-
before analysis with static type checking. Chen and Mac-
Donald [103] focus on accuracy, by considering control flow
information. Kahlon and Wang [104] and PECAN [105]
focus on generality, by providing developers with languages
to express undesired patterns of memory accesses.

Improving performance

Agarwal et al., ASE 2005 [102]. Agarwal et al. propose a
low overhead testing technique for detecting both data races
and atomicity violations. They reduce the testing overhead
by combining static type checking with a modified lockset
analysis. Agarwal et al.’s static type checking is a linear
time, albeit incomplete, hybrid type discovery mechanism
that identifies types for a large portion of the system under
test, in line with hybrid data race detection techniques that
use lockset analysis to isolate unprotected memory accesses
that they monitor with a precise happens-before analysis.
Agarwal et al.’s modified lockset analysis exploits the type
information inferred though type discovery to efficiently
detect both data races and atomicity violations in the target
system. The technique is neither property sound, nor prop-
erty complete, because of the approximations in the type
discovery and dynamic analysis phases.

Improving accuracy

Chen and MacDonald, ASE 2007 [103]. Chen and Mac-
Donald’s hybrid analysis identifies statements that may
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TABLE 4: Techniques for detecting combined properties violations
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Agarwal et al. X X SM General Seq S H - - X
Chen and MacDonald X X X X X SM General Seq S H X X X
Kahlon and Wang X X X SM General Seq S D - -
PECAN X X X X SM General Seq S D - - X

happen in parallel, and generates interleavings that exercise
a selected set of concurrent access pairs. Chen and Mac-
Donald’s approach selects the relevant interleavings to be
exercised according to three types of concurrent access pairs,
read/write shared data items, concurrent acquisition of the
same lock, concurrent wait/notify on the same monitor.
Differently from Agrawal et al., and similar to HAVE, Chen
and MacDonald’s static approach takes into account both
control flow and order information, and analyzes all the
portions of the code that are reachable through a set of test
cases. The technique is property sound but not property
complete, since the JPF model checker does not guarantee
to explore all possible systems states.

Providing languages for pattern specification

Kahlon and Wang, CAV 2010 [104]. Kahlon and Wang’s
approach traces the causality relation in concurrent pro-
grams with Universal Causality Graphs (UCGs) that extend
the notion of happens-before by taking into account the
constraints introduced by a property to be verified. For
instance, in the case of a data race, the property to be
verified is the presence of multiple concurrent accesses to
a shared data item without synchronization. The approach
prunes a large number of interleavings that are not relevant
for the target property by combining the constraints that
derive from the program synchronization structure with
the constraints that derive from the target property. Kahlon
and Wang discuss the approach referring to data races
and atomicity violations, but UCGs can be extended to
capture other custom properties. The approach is not prop-
erty sound, since happens-before analysis might miss some
synchronization constraints, and is not property complete
either, since the prediction phase relies on an SMT solver
that can be unable to solve some constraints.

PECAN, ISSTA 2011 [105]. The key novelty introduced
by PECAN is a simple language to define memory access
anomalies as patterns of interaction of different execution
flows with shared data items. The patterns take into account
both the type of the executed memory operation (read or
write) and the atomic region the memory operation be-
longs to, if any. The pattern language captures well known
memory access anomalies, such as data races and atomicity
violations. PECAN implements happens-before analysis to
infer the order relations between instructions, creates a
schedule for each of the identified interleaving and checks
its feasibility. Pecan does not guarantee property soundness
since happens-before analysis can miss some synchroniza-

tion constraints, and the prediction algorithm guarantees
property completeness only under specific synchronization
patterns (nested locks).

5.5 Property Based: Order Violation
Several approaches address order violations that cannot be
reduced to any of the classic properties of interleavings
discussed in the previous sections (data races, atomicity
violations and deadlocks). These approaches look for vio-
lations of properties that derive from (i) specific types of
faults, (ii) program specifications or (iii) semantics of the
programming models.

PRETEX [106] and 2ndStrike [107] address typestate
faults, that is, faults that involve violations of the high
level semantics of the data structures. ConMem [108], Con-
Seq [109] and ExceptionNULL [40] target violations of faults
that impact on the program behavior, for instance interleav-
ing that lead to null pointer dereferences, dangling pointers
and infinite cycles. Maple [110] focuses on patterns of shared
variable accesses. Differently from the other approaches that
target fault types, Maple targets critical patterns that may or
may not lead to concurrency faults.

jPredictor [111], Sinha and Wang [112] and GPre-
dict [113] look for concurrent behaviors that violate program
specifications, while DefUse [114] targets both sequential
and concurrent faults that violate automatically generated
data-flow invariants.

SimRacer [115] targets process level violations, Cafa tar-
gets Android programs [116], Mutlu et al. target JavaScript
programs [117].

Violations of specific types of faults

PRETEX, ASE 2008 [106]. PRETEX predicts concurrency
typestate faults. A typestate is the state associated with an
object of a given type, and defines a set of operations that
can be applied to the object in that state [118]. A typestate
fault occurs when invoking an operation op on an object
obj in a typestate that does not support op. Reading a
file after the file has been closed is a simple example of a
typestate fault. Differently from many commonly studied
concurrency faults such as data races and atomicity vio-
lations, which are related to low level memory accesses,
concurrency typestate faults are related to the high level
semantics of the specific target system. PRETEX instruments
the target Java programs to trace events such as method calls
and thread creations. When executing a test case, PRETEX
(i) computes the happens-before relation among events,
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TABLE 5: Techniques for detecting order violations
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PRETEX X X X SM OO Seq U H - -
2ndStrike X X X X SM OO Seq U D X X X
ConMem X X X SM General Seq S D X X X
ConSeq X X X X SM General Seq S H X X X
ExceptioNULL X X X SM General Seq S D X X X
Maple X X X X X SM General Seq S D X X X
jPredictor X X X X SM General Seq S H X X X
Sinha and Wang X X X SM General Seq S D - -
DefUse X X SM General Seq S D - - X
GPredict X X X X SM General Seq S D - -
SimRacer X X X X SM Process level Seq S D X X X
Cafa X X X MP Event driven Seq S D - -
Mutlu et al. X X X MP Javascript app Seq S D - -

(ii) determines which objects are shared, and (iii) infers
typestate properties of each shared object relying on mining
techniques. PRETEX generates a finite state machine model
of the concurrent execution, and checks the generated model
for typestate property violations. PRETEX is not property
complete, since automatically inferring typestate specifica-
tions may miss some specifications, and is not property
sound either, since it uses an approximation of the happens-
before relation that can identify infeasible violations.

2ndStrike, ASPLOS 2011 [107]. In line with PRETEX, 2nd-
Strike detects concurrency typestate faults that involve files,
pointers and locks. The technique dynamically analyzes a
test case execution to generate a set of candidate faults,
expressed as pairs of operations in different threads, and
that may lead to a typestate fault if executed in a swapped
order. The technique relies on the happens-before relation
to identify operations that cannot be reordered. Differently
from PRETEX, 2ndStrike uses a deterministic scheduler to
force the execution of the candidate faults computed during
the analysis. 2ndStrike can be extended to work with other
objects. It only requires (i) an input finite state machine
that captures the typestates of the target object and the
operations that can be applied in each state, and (ii) an
instrumentation of the program to profile the relevant object
methods. The technique is both sound and property sound,
but not property complete since the analysis does not take
into account the control flow of the program and can thus
miss some faults.

ConMem, ASPLOS 2010 [108]. ConMem builds on the
observation that testing techniques based on traditional
properties of interleavings, such as data races and atomicity
violations, suffer both from false positives and from the
impossibility to differentiate faults based on the severity
of their effects only. ConMem overcomes these limitations
focusing on the effects of concurrency faults rather than on
the memory access patterns that may cause such effects.
ConMem selects interleavings that can lead to null pointer
dereference, read of an uninitialized data item and access to
invalid memory locations, as in buffer overflows. ConMem
analyzes execution traces offline to identify alternative inter-
leavings that can potentially lead to concurrency problems

of the considered categories. ConMem generates concrete
executions for each of the selected interleavings to prune
infeasible ones and false positives. The overall approach
is neither sound nor complete due to the initial dynamic
analysis.

ConSeq, ASPLOS 2011 [109]. ConSeq extends ConMem
by considering a larger set of fault types, including assertion
violations, infinite loops, calls to error message procedures
and invalid memory accesses, and by including indirect
faults, triggered through a chain of cause-effect relation-
ships. ConSeq improves the ConMem approach with slicing
and dynamic analysis. It slices the program statically with
respect to the data items involved in the fault to identify
accesses to shared data items that can influence the read
value through a chain of control and data dependencies. It
dynamically analyzes correct program executions to infer
alternative interleavings that could change the dynamic
control and data dependencies and cause the reading of an
incorrect value. ConSeq generates a deterministic schedule
for each selected interleaving, and executes the generated
schedules to prune infeasible interleavings and false posi-
tives. ConSeq is not property complete due to approxima-
tions in the static analysis.

ExceptioNULL, FSE 2012 [40]. ExceptioNULL detects in-
terleavings that can lead to null pointer dereferences of
shared data items in Java programs. ExceptioNULL im-
plements a hybrid lockset and happens-before approach.
It analyzes execution traces to capture memory accesses,
order relations between operations, lock acquisition and
releases. It identifies pairs of events e1 and e2 of two
different execution flows, such that e1 writes a null value to
a shared data item x and e2 reads x. It uses an SMT solver to
detect interleavings that lead to null reads, and executes the
identified interleaving in a controlled environment to check
for its feasibility. ExceptioNULL is both property sound and
sound, but not property complete, since the SMT solver may
fail to provide a solution for some input constraints.

Maple, OOPSLA 2012 [110]. Maple extends techniques to
detect and predict data race and atomicity violation with
six interleavings idioms that represent suspicious memory
access patterns that encode general violations of order con-
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straints. Maple analyzes pairs of execution flows, under the
hypothesis that they can reveal most concurrency faults.
It captures order relations with happens-before analysis,
computes alternative interleavings that expose some of the
identified idioms, and executes the selected interleavings
using a deterministic scheduler looking for faults. Maple
records the executed interleavings but not the specific values
observed during the execution, and can miss some faults
that depend on the values adopted in the execution. Thus
Maple is not property complete.

Violations of program specifications

jPredictor, ICSE 2008 [111]. jPredictor idenfies violations
of program specification with a two-step analysis inspired
from hybrid techniques for detecting data races and atom-
icity violations. It shrinks an execution trace to only events
relevant for the property to be checked with static analysis,
builds a causality graph involving the selected events based
on the notion of sliced causality —a variant of the happens-
before relation— and predicts and executes alternative inter-
leavings that might lead to property violations. Differently
from the techniques to detect data races and atomicity vio-
lations discussed in the previous sections, jPredictor detects
more general violations of user-defined properties. jPredic-
tor is both sound and property sound since it executes and
checks the selected interleavings. It is not property complete
due to imprecisions in the dynamic analysis.

Sinha and Wang, FSE 2010 [112]. Sinha and Wang pre-
dict interleavings that can lead to assertion violations or
data races in C programs. Similar to HAVE, Sinha and
Wang take into account control flow relations and build a
concurrent control flow graph (CCFG) that corresponds to
the execution of a test case, captures the memory accesses
and the synchronization primitives in the execution flow,
and includes an error node for each violated assertion in
the execution. They inspect each error node to compute
a path condition that is composed of a set of constraints
on the program inputs, and that indicates the order of
statements that reach error nodes. They then solve the path
condition with a constraint solver to identify interleavings
that bring the system to the error node. The technique is
not property sound, due to imprecision of the analysis, and
is not property complete either since the constraint solver
might fail to find some solutions that lead the system to an
error state.

DefUse, OOPSLA 2010 [114]. The key contribution of
DefUse is the automated generation of test oracles from data
flow invariants to detect both sequential and concurrency
faults. DefUse considers (i) local/remote invariants, which
specify that a read operation on a data item uses definitions
either only from the local or from a remote execution flow,
but not from both; local/remote invariants capture order
violations as well as read-write atomicity violations in con-
current programs; (ii) follower invariants, which specify that
two consecutive read accesses to the same data item from
the same execution flow use always the same definition;
follower invariants capture read-read atomicity violations
in concurrent programs, and (iii) definition set invariants,
which specify the set of write operations that a given read

access is allowed to see. DefUse trains the analysis by
inferring invariants from a large set of correct runs, and
checks for violations against the extracted invariants in
specific interleaving. DefUse is neither property complete
nor property sound, since the learning phase can both miss
invariants and generate false positives.

GPredict, ICSE 2015 [113]. Similar to jPredictor, GPredict
verifies high level properties expressed as regular expres-
sions on the order of statements. GPredict infers the order
relations between events that are dynamically identified on
execution traces relying solely on thread-local traces, and ig-
noring global synchronizations, thus reducing the overhead
of the dynamic analysis. GPredict checks for the feasibility
of interleavings that violate the concurrency properties by
means of a constraint solver to predict possible concurrency
faults. GPredict is not property sound, since the analysis
can miss some order relations, and is not property complete
since the constraint solver might fail to generate results for
some constraints.

Violations of programming model semantics

SimRacer, ISSTA 2013 [115]. SimRacer focuses on process
level order violations that involve resources shared among
processes —such as files and devices— and detects concur-
rency faults that involve user processes, software signals,
software handlers and kernel processes. The technique is
predictive: it dynamically collects information on synchro-
nization operations and accesses to shared resources that
occur during a test case execution, analyzes the collected
information with happens-before analysis to identify po-
tential order violations, and executes the program in a
controlled environment to force such order violations to
occur. The technique relies on test oracles to distinguish
between benign and faulty order violations. The technique
is not property complete, since it does not consider all the
potential shared resources that can be accessed by different
processes. It is sound, since it executes the selected inter-
leavings and compares them with the test oracles provided
by the developers.

Cafa, PLDI 2014 [116]. Cafa analyzes event-driven (An-
droid) programs. In event-driven programs, each execution
flow owns an event queue, and processes events pushed
in such queue in a non deterministic order. In line with
ExceptionNULL, Cafa detects a specific form of order vi-
olation that occurs in event driven programs and that
leads to a use-after-free violation when a pointer is derefer-
enced after being released. Cafa implements happens-before
analysis of execution traces to identify the order relations
between events and dereferencing instructions. It heuristi-
cally prunes false positives by ignoring accesses that are
protected by branching conditions that check their safety,
not considering as dangerous the dereferencing operations
that cannot propagate outside a program unit. Cafa selects
alternative interleavings that could lead to a use-after-free
violation, and reports them with an offline analysis that does
not ensure the feasibility of the output interleavings and
thus is not property sound. Cafa is not property complete
either because of the approximations in the analysis.
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Mutlu et al., FSE 2015 [117]. Mutlu et al. detect specific
order violations in client-side JavaScript programs that per-
form multiple asynchronous requests whose callbacks can
race each other, due to possible network delays. Mutlu
et al. focus on the XmlHttpRequest, an asynchronous
mechanism used to request data from a server. When the
answer of a request becomes available, JavaScript invokes
a callback function. In the presence of multiple requests,
the invocation of the corresponding callback functions can
occur in different orders, thus potentially leading to or-
der violations. The technique distinguishes benign from
harmful order violations by focusing on dangerous races
between callback functions that write on the persistent state
of the system, for instance on client-local cookies. In these
cases, the value of the persistent state at the end of the
execution strictly depends on the executed interleaving. The
technique is predictive, since it monitors an execution trace
of the target system to identify interleavings that potentially
lead to harmful races, according to the definition above.
The technique introduces a specific happens-before analysis
for JavaScript programs to detect events that cannot be
reordered. The technique does not guarantee the feasibility
of the selected interleavings, and is neither property sound
nor property complete.

5.6 Space Exploration
Some testing techniques explore the space of interleavings
not driven by specific properties: stress testing, exhaustive
exploration, coverage criteria and heuristic exploration of the
interleaving space.

5.6.1 Stress Testing
Classic stress testing approaches execute test suites that
exercise the target system under increasingly heavy and
up to extreme load conditions. In the context of testing
concurrent systems, stress testing approaches execute the
same test suite many times without explicitly controlling
the scheduling. The few recent stress testing techniques
for concurrent systems check either the linearizability of
the executions [119] or the impact of changes on perfor-
mance [120].

Checking linearizability

Pike, EuroSys 2011 [119]. Pike detects semantic and latent
concurrency faults. Semantic faults violate the application
semantics, for example by returning an unexpected value,
and are hard to find since they do not usually lead to
system failures. Latent faults corrupt the internal state of the
system, and may manifest much later than when triggered.
Pike checks the linearizability of a concurrent execution
by comparing the output and the internal state of that
execution with the output and the internal state of the many
possible linearizations. While comparing the output of two
executions is straightforward, comparing the the internal
state is complicated by the presence of nested data items.
Pike compares internal states on the basis of a specification
expressed as a state summary function that captures the
semantics of the internal state of the system and allows for
an efficient logical comparison.

Checking the impact of changes on performance

SpeedGun, ISSTA 2014 [120]. SpeedGun is the only ap-
proach in our survey that targets performance —and in
particular performance regression testing—. SpeedGun tar-
gets Java programs and automatically generates a set of
test cases that consist of a sequential prefix and n suf-
fixes executed concurrently on n different executions flows.
SpeedGun executes the test cases several times both on
the old and on the new version of the class under test,
and reports relevant performance differences between the
two versions. SpeedGun executes each test several times to
observe various interleavings, and to alleviate the impact of
external factors, such as garbage collection and just-in-time
compilation. It does not control the interleavings to avoid
impacts on performance. SpeedGun optimizes the size of
the test cases to trade off precision and execution time.

5.6.2 Exhaustive exploration
Exhaustive exploration approaches analyze all possible in-
terleavings for a given test input on either a space reduced
to a manageable size with a suitable test suite [121], [122],
[123] or on the complete space by exploiting either symbolic
execution [124] or model checking [125], [126], [127], [128],
[129]. Different approaches studied exhaustive exploration
in the context of message passing MPI programs [124],
actor based programs [125], the C and C++ relaxed memory
model [127], [129], invariant violations [128], and dead-
locks [126].

Exploring a reduced space of interleavings

Ballerina, ICSE 2012 [121]. Ballerina generates and exe-
cutes test cases for concurrent object oriented programs. As
most approaches, Ballerina builds on the assumption that
most faults can be revealed using two concurrent execution
flows [130]. The Ballerina test cases are composed of two
execution flows that pair a randomly generated sequential
prefix with a concurrent suffix. Ballerina exploits differ-
ent strategies for executing thread interleavings, including
exhaustive stateful search, preemption bounding, stateless
search and parallelized test execution, and introduces a
technique to cluster linearizability violations based on their
characteristics to simplify the classification of faults and
the detection of false positive results. Pradel et al. [122]
extend Ballerina with oracles that consider non linearizable
execution as faults if and only if they lead to a system
crash or a deadlock. In this way, they identify only non
linearizable behaviors that lead to a visible fault. Pradel
and Gross [123] further extend Ballerina with a technique
to predict substitutability violations in concurrent object-
oriented programs. Substitutability is a desired property in
a properly designed object oriented program. It ensures that
an instance of a subclass can always substitute an instance
of a superclass without causing behavioral differences for
the clients of the superclass. Pradel and Gross’ approach
executes automatically generated test cases on both a super-
class and a corresponding subclass, and use the behavior
of the superclass as an oracle for the subclass. Pradel and
Gross’ oracles are behavioral differences, exceptions and
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TABLE 6: Techniques for exploring the space of interleavings
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Stress testing
Pike X X X SM General Seq S D X X
SpeedGun X SM General Seq n.a. n.a. X

Exhaustive exploration
Ballerina X SM OO Seq U D X X
Sen and Agha X X MP General Seq S D X X
Basset X X X X MP Actors Seq S D X X X
CheckMate X X SM General Seq S D
CPPMem X X SM General Rel S D
ViP X X SM General Seq S D X
CDSChecker X X SM General Rel S D

Coverage criteria
Wang et al. X X SM General Seq U D X X
Hong et al. X X X SM General Seq S D X X
Bita X X X MP Actors Seq S D X X

Heuristics
Rapos X X X X SM General Seq S D X X
PCT X X X SM General Seq S D X X
Gambit X X X X SM General Seq S D X X

crashes. Ballerina identifies non linearizable behaviors and
guarantees property soundness by executing each selected
interleaving, but not completeness due to the probabilistic
nature of the generation phase and the limitation to two
execution flows.

Exploring the space of interleavings with symbolic execution

Sen and Agha, FASE 2006 [124]. Sen and Agha’s ap-
proach automatically tests distributed systems that rely
on the message passing paradigm, and in particular MPI
programs. The technique generates a set of test cases that
execute all the reachable statements of the program, and
exercises all the feasible interleavings of the generated test
cases. The technique dynamically executes an initial test
case to generate the path conditions for all the executed
branching points. It explores different interleavings of the
execution that are identified with a happens-before analysis
that captures only feasible interleavings. It generates new
test cases that reach not-yet-executed statements by solving
constraints that violate the path condition of a branch. The
technique uses system crashes and deadlocks as oracles,
and returns test cases and interleavings that expose such
problems.

Exploring the space of interleavings with model checking

Basset, ASE 2009 [125]. Basset generates efficient test
cases for actor based programs by extending the Java
PathFinder model checker [131] to support message
scheduling. Basset prunes the exploration state space by
exploiting dynamic partial order reduction and happens-
before analysis. Dynamic partial order reduction prevents
the execution of equivalent interleavings by stopping the
exploration of states that are equivalent to already explored
ones, while happens-before analysis avoids producing infea-
sible interleavings. Basset also introduces an optimization

that substitutes external libraries with stubs to speed up
the space exploration, relying on the assumption that the
exchange of messages between actors is only marginally
affected by the behavior of external libraries.

CheckMate, FSE 2010 [126]. CheckMate detects deadlocks,
without relying on any specific synchronization paradigm,
and thus differs from classic deadlock detection techniques
that target deadlocks deriving from lock-based synchroniza-
tion. CheckMate monitors an execution of the target system
and builds a trace program, which is a simplified model
of the execution that includes relevant synchronization as-
pects. Then, it generates all possible interleavings from the
executed program trace. Similar to Basset, CheckMate relies
on model checking to identity the interleavings that can lead
to deadlocks. CheckMate limits the analysis cost by building
a simplified model, which eliminates computations that are
not relevant for detecting deadlocks. The approximations
introduced in the model make the approach unsound and
incomplete.

CPPMem, POPL 2011 [127]. CPPMem exhaustively ex-
plores all possible interleavings of a test case to identify data
races and other patterns of interleavings that might lead to
faults in the presence of a relaxed memory model. CPPMem
exploits a mathematically rigorous semantics for the C++0x
concurrency model, which takes into account both opera-
tions that guarantee sequential consistency and low level
instructions that accept relaxed consistency guarantees to
enable for a higher level of code optimization and system
performance. The technique is designed to analyze small
code fragments that might exhibit non sequential behavior.
CPPMem precisely defines order relations but ignores the
contributions of control and data flow constraints, and
thus can identify infeasible interleavings. CPMem does not
guarantee either soundness or completeness. An alternative
implementation of CPPMem that relies on the Nipkin model
checker provides better performance while retaining the
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same target and guarantees [132].

ViP, FSE 2012 [128]. ViP explores the space of inter-
leavings of C and C++ programs with the VeriSoft model
checker [25] to identify violations of user-defined properties
expressed in past-time Linear Temporal Logic (pLTL). ViP
does not guarantee the feasibility of the selected interleav-
ings, and thus is not sound.

CDSChecker, OOPSLA 2013 [129]. CDSChecker targets
the relaxed memory model implemented in C++ low level
instructions, and extends CPPMem largely improving its
performance. CDSChecker encodes the memory coherence
guarantees offered by the C++ semantics as a set of con-
straints, and combines these constraints with happens-
before constraints defined for sequentially consistent execu-
tions to prune redundant and infeasible executions. Similar
to CPPMem, CDSChecker precisely defines order relations
but ignores contributions of control and data flow con-
straints, thus it can identify infeasible interleavings and does
not guarantee either soundness or completeness.

5.6.3 Coverage criteria

Coverage criteria identify subsets of the program space to be
explored by exploiting data-flow relations in shared mem-
ory locations (Wang et al. [133]), the order of synchronized
code blocks (Hong et al. [134]) or the message ordering in
actor programs (Bita [135]).

Wang et al., ICSE 2011 [133]. Wang et al. introduce the
concept of HaPSet that characterizes the set of relevant
interleavings of a test case. They define the HaPSet of an
operation op as the set of operations op′ that can access the
same memory location as op in at least one interleaving
without any intermediate operation between op′ and op.
The technique iteratively computes the HaPSets of a set of
test cases, and explores different interleavings that exercise
not-yet-executed HaPSets. At each iteration, the technique
augments the initial set of HaPSets with all those HaPSets
that have been explored at runtime and did not produce
any system crash, until no more HaPSets can be generated.
HaPSets capture well common concurrency faults such as
data races and atomicity violations, thus by covering the
HaPSet, the technique can find many concurrency faults.
Since many interleavings share the same HaPSets, focusing
on them largely reduces the amount of interleaving to be
exercised.

Hong et al., ISSTA 2012 [134]. Hong et al.’s coverage
criterion focuses on synchronized blocks, and requires to ex-
ecute all synchronization pairs in different orders. They ex-
tend previous work on synchronization pairs coverage [136]
by also considering code blocks that belong to the same
thread. The approach dynamically builds a thread model that
captures memory accesses and synchronization operations
among threads, It iteratively identifies the not-yet-covered
synchronization pairs by analyzing the model, and exe-
cutes not-yet-executed synchronization pairs in a controlled
environment. The approach ensures both feasibility and
soundness, but not completeness.

Bita, ASE 2013 [135]. Bita targets actor based programs
and introduces three coverage criteria over pairs of events

received by an actor: the ‘pair-of-consecutive-receives, pair-of-
receives and pair-of-behavior-change-and-receive criteria, which
requie covering different sequences of receive events. Bita
incrementally builds a test suite by selecting interleavings
that improve the coverage according to a selected criterion,
and executes them in a controlled environment, while check-
ing for system crashes, thus guaranteeing feasibility and
soundness, but not completeness.

5.6.4 Heuristics
Heuristic approaches bound the space of interleavings to be
explored, and prioritize their execution: Rapos [137] exploits
partial-order reduction to identify equivalent interleavings,
PCT [138] bounds the number of scheduling constraints,
Gambit [139] prioritizes interleavings by their diversity with
respect to the executed ones.

Rapos, ASE 2007 [137]. Rapos reduces the exploration
space by exploiting partial-order reduction, an optimization
technique that model checkers exploit to identify equivalent
states. Rapos targets Java programs and is implemented on
top of CalFuzzer.

PCT, ASPLOS 2010 [138]. PCT (Probabilistic Concurrency
Testing) detects general concurrency faults in C and C++
programs with disciplined random testing. PCT guarantees
to find faults of depth d with a probability of at least
1/nkd−1 in programs that spawn at most n threads and
execute at most k instructions, where the depth d is defined
as the minimum number of scheduling constraints that need
to be enforced to reveal the fault.

Gambit, PPoPP 2010 [139]. Gambit dynamically records
the differences between the executed interleavings in a
compressed representation of the interleaving space, and
uses the model to prioritize the interleaving exploration ac-
cording to two priority functions: a randomized search with
progress guarantees, and a function that favors interleavings
that expose new happens-before relations. Gambit controls
the execution using the CHESS model checker, and uses
assertion violations and deadlocks as oracles. The execution
of the selected interleavings guarantees both feasibility and
soundness.

6 DISCUSSION

The detailed analysis of the state of the research presented
in Section 5 highlights some relevant trends, which we sum-
marize in this section referring to the classification criteria
introduced in Section 4 and illustrated in Figure 4.

6.1 Input
More than 95% of the analyzed approaches focus on the
problem of selecting execution interleavings for a given
test suite. The problem of generating test cases for concur-
rent software systems, although important, has not been
widely explored yet. The few techniques that target test
case generation either (i) build concurrent test cases from
a set of sequential test cases that identify the operations to
be executed, thus reducing the problem of generating con-
current test cases to the problem of distributing operations
over multiple execution flows (parallelization approaches), or
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(ii) generate test cases randomly, and rely on the assumption
that most concurrency faults can be triggered with a small
number of execution flows and operations, thus usually
generating small test cases, and simplifying the problem
of selecting interleavings (random approaches). In addition,
the interaction between generating test cases and selecting
interleavings has been only marginally investigated so far.

About 10% of the analyzed approaches rely on system
models to obtain semantic information about the behavior
of the system. The models encode desired properties of
the system and are used to guide the techniques towards
interleavings that violate such properties.

6.2 Selection of Interleavings

More than 80% of the analyzed approaches are property
based, and about 60% of them are predictive, that is, they
analyze an execution trace to identify alternative interleav-
ings that can expose violations of the property of interest.
Predictive techniques have become increasingly popular
over time, starting from the seminal paper on Predictive
Trace Analysis by Sen et al. [140]. While some techniques to
detect data races and atomicity violations are not predictive,
almost all the techniques that target deadlocks or order
violations are predictive.

There exist several mature monitoring approaches that
detect and avoid deadlocks at runtime5, thus testing tech-
niques are mainly used to predict deadlocks in alterna-
tive interleavings before their occurrence in the field, as
shown in Table 3. As indicated in Table 5, order violation
techniques mainly target expected program invariants, and
predict alternative interleavings that violate such invariants.
As detailed in Table 6, exploration techniques are losing
popularity in the research context, and are dominated by
exhaustive exploration techniques, sometimes paired with
automated generation of test cases to limit the number of
execution flows and the amount of concurrent operations
to be explored for the sake of feasibility. Stress testing tech-
niques have attracted little attention, due to their inability to
effectively explore the space of interleavings. Finally, only a
few approaches based on heuristic or coverage criteria have
been proposed so far.

6.3 Property of Interleavings

Most property based techniques deal with data races and
atomicity violations, with emphasis on low level data races
(Tables 1, 2 and 4). Patterns that involve high level data
structures and programming abstractions are gaining in-
creasing popularity. This is the case of atomic set serializ-
ability, introduced in the seminal paper by Vaziri et al. [38]
and addressed in Colt of Shacham et al. and by Dimitrov et
al. (rows high level in Table 1).

Deadlock detection has received less attention in testing,
due to the presence of effective and efficient techniques to
avoid, detect and recover deadlocks at runtime.

As shown in Table 5, testing techniques to detect order
violations are becoming increasingly popular, likely because

5. These monitoring approaches are outside the boundaries of our
survey, which focuses on testing techniques. We discuss them in some
details in Section 7.

they target properties that better encode the semantics of
the program. Furthermore, recent studies showed that or-
der violations represent about one third of all concurrency
faults [130]. Techniques in this area target either general
properties such as null pointer dereferences or domain-
specific properties.

6.4 Output and Oracle
More than 65% of the analyzed approaches that select
interleavings do not consider the problems of executing
the identified sequences and of comparing the results with
oracles. Limiting the effort to the identification of suspicious
interleavings without executing them reduces the costs, but
results in many false positives.

As indicated in Table 3, most approaches to detect dead-
locks execute the selected interleavings to prove that the
predicted deadlocks are indeed feasible. Similarly, many
recent techniques to detect order violations exploit explicit
or implicit oracles for discriminating failing executions from
false positives. In general, we observe an increasing interest
in reducing the false positive rate that represents a main
limitation in many approaches.

6.5 Guarantees
More than 80% of the analyzed approaches guarantee the
feasibility of the identified interleavings. All property based
detection approaches are feasible since they focus on a
single execution trace. Property based prediction techniques
guarantee feasibility by executing the selected interleavings;
this is the case of almost all deadlock detection techniques,
as indicated in Table 3. As summarized in Table 6, the vast
majority of exploration approaches guarantee feasibility by
executing the interleavings observed during exploration.

Property soundness and property completeness only
apply to property based techniques. Almost no technique
is property complete, due to one or more of the following
considerations: (i) some techniques only perform detection
(and not prediction), and thus can miss relevant properties
in alternative interleavings, (ii) some techniques rely on an
over constraining analysis, such as some forms of happens-
before analysis, (iii) some techniques rely on bounded
model checking or constraint solving to generate alterna-
tive interleavings, which can fail to produce some valid
interleavings, (iv) some techniques exploit probabilistic ap-
proaches to generate or execute alternative interleavings,
(v) some techniques are limited in scope, for example some
techniques focus on data races that involve at most two
execution flows.

Techniques that do not execute the selected interleavings
are not property sound. Indeed, the selected interleavings
might be infeasible due to the limited precision of the
adopted dynamic analysis, which may miss some order con-
straints defined through program-specific synchronization
mechanisms.

Soundness and completeness apply to the techniques
that compare the results of executing test cases with oracles.
Since most techniques are not property complete, they are
also not complete. Almost all the techniques that compare
the results of executing the test cases with oracles are
sound. Only the techniques that implement oracles as model
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checking over an abstract system representation might not
guarantee soundness, due to approximations in the model.

In general, we observe an increasing interest in improv-
ing the fault prediction rate and reducing the false positive
rate pursued by (i) improving the precision of dynamic
analysis techniques, and (ii) targeting specific patterns of
faults or programming paradigms.

6.6 Target System
Almost all state-of-the-art techniques for testing concur-
rent systems address shared memory systems. Only few
techniques (we discuss five of them in this survey) deal
with message passing systems, which are a main focus
of the research on runtime monitoring and model based
verification. Monitoring techniques observe the behavior of
the target system at runtime to either analyze the root causes
of observed faults or predict future faults to prevent their
occurrence. Model based techniques verify the correctness
of message passing systems on abstract models. We discuss
both classes of approaches in Section 7.

Most state-of-the-art techniques target general concur-
rent systems. Few exceptions focus on specific program-
ming paradigms: (i) data race detection techniques that rely
on lockset analysis target systems that adopt lock-based
synchronization mechanisms (rows Low level - Lockset in
Table 1); (ii) most deadlock detection techniques target dead-
locks that derive from lock-based synchronization faults
(Table 3); (iii) techniques for high level data races work at
the level of abstract objects and in particular object-oriented
systems (rows High level in Table 1); (iv) some techniques
improve effectiveness by relying on the semantics of op-
erations defined in specific programming paradigms. For
instance, some techniques focus on event-based systems,
such as Web platforms, the Android platform or Javascript,
where the framework enforces some order relations among
operations.

Almost all recent approaches assume a sequential consis-
tency model; only few approaches (we discuss five of them
in this survey) consider the memory models implemented
in specific programming languages, such as Java and C++.
Relaxing the assumption of a sequential consistency model
remains an open area for future investigations.

6.7 Testing Technique
Most techniques for testing concurrent systems rely on some
sort of dynamic analysis of the system to capture some
information about order relations between operations in
multiple execution flows. Most techniques adopt happens-
before analysis. Only few approaches (we discuss nine of
them in this survey) propose some form of hybrid static and
dynamic analysis to improve the accuracy of the produced
results. For instance, some techniques use static analysis
to infer relevant properties of the system, such as atomic
regions or correlated variables in the case of atomic set
serializability.

Most techniques focus on the impact of concurrency
faults on the system functionality, leaving largely open the
problem of violations of non functional properties, such as
temporal or security properties. Most techniques apply at
the system granularity level. Only a few techniques focus on

the unit granularity level, typically objects in object oriented
systems. Most techniques focus on validation testing. Only
few techniques (ReConTest [93], SimRT [75] and Speed-
Gun [55] address regression testing.

All techniques refer to a centralized testing architecture,
which reflects the limited attention to the message passing
paradigm, mostly used to develop distributed applications.
Distributed message passing systems possibly deployed in
large scale settings remain a largely open research area that
involves the design of efficient and potentially distributed
testing architectures.

6.8 Threats to Validity
The main threats to the validity of our survey derive from
the strategy we chose to review the literature, as discuss in
Section 3. The threats include the validity of the criteria we
used to select the papers, the likelihood of missing some
relevant work, and the coherence of the filters we used
to bound the scope of the survey. In this subsection, we
acknowledge the threats that may limit the validity of our
conclusions, and briefly discuss the countermeasures that
we adopted to mitigate the related risks.

Selection criteria. We grounded our selection on a search
of relevant repositories by keywords. Testing techniques
might be referred to with different terms in different com-
munities and may have been published in different venues.
The choice of keywords and repositories for the initial search
is crucial for the success of our survey. We complemented a
search through the most popular repositories (IEEE Explore,
ACM Digital Library, Springer Online Library and Elsevier
Online Library) with general search through the Web, and
we adopted a multivariate set of keywords that include
“testing + concurrent”, “testing + multi-thread”, “testing +
parallel”, “testing + distributed”. To mitigate the intrinsic
limitations of any choice of terms and repositories, we also
included in our search the publications that are cited or
cite the papers that we selected. As shown in Figure 3, our
selection criteria let us identify many results presented in
different research communities.

Missed work. Our literature search based on repositories,
keywords and mutual relations among papers may have
missed some papers not cited in and not citing any of the
selected papers. We mitigated this risk by analyzing both
conference proceedings and journal issues that have been
published in the last fifteen years.

Boundary filters. Bounding the scope of a survey always
carries the risk of arbitrarily excluding some relevant work.
We mitigated this risk by precisely defining the boundaries
of our survey. We list closely related albeit out of bound
work in Section 7, where we present the main topics that are
excluded from this survey, namely empirical study of con-
currency faults, interleaving exploration strategies, coverage
criteria for concurrent systems, mutation analysis, moni-
toring and debugging approaches, static analysis, model
checking, and programming paradigms. We are aware that
these choices may bias the defined framework and may
privilege the work of some communities over others. By
explicitly listing the work excluded from our survey, we
fairly indicate the boundaries and the limits of our work.
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The large number of publications included in our survey
—over 90 publications in 15 years— and the heterogeneity
of the communities and venues of these publications give us
a good confidence on the validity of the analysis.

7 RELATED WORK

We frame the scope of this survey to software testing tech-
niques that target concurrency faults, and intentionally leave
out other aspects of concurrent systems. In this section, we
briefly overview some important areas that lie on the bor-
ders of the scope of this survey: in Section 7.1, we overview
studies and techniques that support approaches for testing
concurrent software systems and that are particularly rele-
vant in the framework of this survey; in Section 7.2, we out-
line the main approaches for verifying concurrent systems
that are alternative to the testing techniques surveyed in this
paper; in Section 7.3, we present programming paradigms
to simplify the development of concurrent systems.

7.1 Related studies

The software testing techniques that we survey in this
paper are strongly influenced by the empirical studies of
concurrency faults, take advantage of different strategies for
exploring the interleaving state, and complement coverage
criteria defined for concurrent software systems.

7.1.1 Empirical studies of concurrency faults
There exist only few papers that report the results of large
empirical studies of in-development and in-field concur-
rency faults, but they strongly influenced some of the
techniques presented in this survey. The most direct liai-
son between empirical studies and testing techniques is
the observation that a large amount of concurrency faults
manifest in the presence of only two execution flows, which
has strongly influenced many techniques for generating test
cases for concurrent systems.

The first comprehensive and widely cited study of con-
currency faults is due to Lu et al. [130], who consider 105
concurrency faults randomly selected from four open source
applications. Previous studies, such as the work of Chandra
and Chen [141], were performed on a small number of
concurrency faults, which limits the generalizability of the
results. Lu et al.’s experimental results lead to some inter-
esting considerations: (i) about one third of non-deadlock
concurrency faults are violations of order assumptions;
(ii) about one third of non-deadlock concurrency faults
involve multiple variables; (iii) about 92% of concurrency
faults can be reliably triggered by enforcing certain order
among at most four memory accesses; (iv) about 73% of
non-deadlock concurrency faults are not fixed by simply
adding or changing locks, and many times the first fix is not
correct, indicating the difficulty of reasoning about concur-
rent systems; (v) concurrency faults that can cause program
crash constitute approximately 50% of non-deadlock faults;
(vi) many well known properties of interleavings, such as
data races and atomicity violations, have little correlation
with fault severity; (vii) about 85% of the crashes due
to concurrency faults involve wrong memory accesses to
shared memory objects; (viii) concurrency-memory faults

can be further classified into null shared pointer dereference,
shared buffer overflow, uninitialized read to shared data
items and dangling pointers to shared memory.

Fonseca et al. [142] study concurrency faults in the
context of MySQL applications and observe that 15% of con-
currency faults do not lead to a deadlock or a system fault,
but rather silently corrupt some data structure, and violate
the intended semantics of the application. Lin and Dig [143]
empirically study misuses of concurrent collections in Java,
focusing specifically on check-then-act errors that occur when
the code is developed under the erroneous assumption
of the atomic execution of a condition evaluation and a
subsequent operation that depends on the outcome of such
evaluation. The authors consider various patterns of use of
different types of collections, and observe that some pat-
terns have a high probability to expose concurrency faults,
indicating that they represent a good target for testing.

7.1.2 Benchmarks

Only few studies focus on benchmarks to evaluate the
approaches for testing concurrent software systems. Lin et
al. [144] review the status of benchmarks in the field, and
observe that (i) researchers often follow ad-hoc processes to
choose case studies for evaluation, and (ii) existing bench-
marks are not explicitly designed for concurrency fault
detection, are typically outdated, and consist of a selection
of real-world case studies that might introduce a bias when
evaluating the effectiveness of testing techniques. In their
survey, Lin et al. introduce JaConTeBe, a publicly available
benchmark with 47 faults in 8 software projects, which
might constitute a reference benchmark for research work.

7.1.3 Interleavings exploration strategies

The space of interleavings grows exponentially both with
the number of execution flows and with the number of oper-
ations within each execution flow. The problem of exploring
the space is addressed with algorithms that either reduce or
bound the space to be explored.

Approaches to reduce the interleaving space prune the
search space by exploiting known properties of the target
system. Java Path Finder [131], [145] introduces partial order
reduction, which exploits the commutativity of independent
operations to avoid the repeated analysis of interleavings
that lead to the same results. Partial order reduction [32],
[146] removes equivalent interleavings during exploration,
thus limiting the memory consumption during the analysis.
The level of reduction can be exponential in the size of the
search space in the best case. More aggressive approaches
further limit the execution of some specific interleavings:
for instance, Kähkönen et al.’s approach [147] trades com-
pleteness for performance by combining dynamic symbolic
execution with the unfolding of a Petri Net model of the
target system.

While approaches to reduce the interleaving space aims
to completely cover the search space, approaches that bind
the interleaving space ensure the completeness of explo-
ration within some given bounds. Depth bounding is com-
monly adopted in sequential program analysis to limit the
exploration of the execution space to a bounded number
of steps [148]. In the domain of concurrent programs, the
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CHESS model checker introduces context bounding that lim-
its the maximum number of context switches to be con-
sidered during the analysis [31], [149], [150]. Delay bound-
ing [151] bounds the number of times a schedule can devi-
ate from a predefined deterministic scheduler. Thomson et
al.’s empirical comparison of delay and context bounding
reveals that context bounding does not introduce visible im-
provements over a naı̈ve random exploration, while delay
bounding is more effective in finding faults [152]. Thomson
et al. observe that many faults can be found within limited
bounds; however, most concurrency faults do not result in
immediate system crashes, but in more subtle errors, such
as data corruption.

Bindal et al. [153] propose variable and thread bounding to
rank and explore the space of interleavings. They move from
the observation that real-world concurrency faults usually
involve a low number of shared variables and execution
flows and use these numbers as bounds. ReEx [154] focuses
on regression testing and prioritizes interleavings that can
be affected by a change in the system under test.

7.1.4 Coverage criteria for concurrent systems
Some space explorations techniques presented in Section 5.6
(rows Coverage criteria in Table 6) identify subsets of the pro-
gram space to be explored referring to coverage criteria for
concurrent systems, which are studied also independently
from testing approaches.

Bron et al. [155] propose synchronization coverage that
refers to the synchronization mechanisms. The criterion
builds on a model of the available concurrency mechanisms
and on knowledge of common fault patterns. For instance,
the authors discuss the design of synchronization coverage
for the concurrency abstractions provided by Java. Lu et
al. [156] propose a set of coverage criteria, discuss their
cost, which ranges from exponential to linear with respect
to the number of accesses to shared data items, organize
the criteria hierarchically according to the subsume rela-
tion, and discuss the types of faults addressed by each
criterion. Křena et al. [157] propose a general approach to
build coverage criteria starting from target error patterns,
focusing on criteria that are suitable to guide search-based
techniques, such as genetic algorithms. Hong et al. [158]
study the impact of some coverage criteria on the effective-
ness of testing, observing that the criteria are moderate to
good predictors of concurrent testing effectiveness, and are
generally reasonable targets for test case generation.

7.2 V&V of Concurrent Software Systems
The testing techniques discussed in this survey are one of
the many V&V approaches for concurrent software systems
that also include mutation analysis, runtime monitoring
and debugging, static analysis, model checking and model
conformance verification.

7.2.1 Mutation analysis for concurrent systems
Mutation analysis estimates the effectiveness of a test suite
for a target program by executing the suite on a set of mu-
tated programs obtained by systematically seeding program
changes, and statistically analyzing the results. Mutation
analysis applies a set of mutation operators to the target

program to generate modified versions of the system, called
mutants, executes a test suite on each mutant, and checks
if the mutants can be killed, that is, distinguished from the
original program. The ratio of killed mutants with respect
to the overall number of (non-equivalent) mutants is the
mutation score that estimates the quality of the test suite.
The interested readers can refer to the recent excellent
survey on mutation testing from Jia and Harman [159].
Mutation analysis has been extended to concurrent systems
by (i) defining mutation operators for concurrent systems,
and (ii) introducing techniques and tools to apply mutation
analysis to concurrent systems.

Bradbury et al. [160] define a set of mutation operators
for the concurrency and synchronization mechanisms intro-
duced in Java since version 5. Bernhard and Delgado [161]
propose to generate mutants for concurrent systems by
applying mutation operators at the specification level. Sen
and Abadir [162] provide mutation operators for concurrent
real-time systems.

A relevant problem that emerges when applying mu-
tation analysis to concurrent systems consists in comparing
the results produced by executing the original program with
the results produced by executing the mutants. In principle,
all possible interleavings of operations should be evaluated
to identify differences in the results. The seminal work of
Carver [163] proposes a heuristic approach that considers
only a subset of all possible interleavings. The MutMut
framework [164] exploits information collected during the
execution of the original code under test to speed up the ex-
ploration and execution of the same test in the mutant code.
In particular, MutMut prunes interleavings that cannot be
affected by the considered mutation.

Gligoric et al. [165] tackle the problem of the large num-
ber of mutants by proposing a selective mutation technique
that identifies a subset of operators that have high effective-
ness and provide high savings. Selective mutation generates
fewer mutants that approximate the mutation score.

Aichernig et al. [161] mutate the specifications and gen-
erate test cases that check whether the system conforms to
the faulty specification. Some of Aichernig et al.’s mutation
operators are strictly correlated to concurrency, such as
swapping the order of two events, or replacing a message
with another message.

7.2.2 Monitoring and debugging concurrent systems
Monitoring techniques collect information on a running
system to understand whether the execution violates some
desired properties and to provide information for replicat-
ing a failing execution. The approaches to monitor concur-
rent systems, and in particular complex distributed systems,
work either online or offline. Online monitoring approaches
analyze the target system during the execution, while offline
approaches analyze logging and checkpointing information
offline.

Magpie [166] collects performance traces at runtime and
uses them to build a performance model that can be ana-
lyzed offline. Magpie is based on a black-box instrumenta-
tion that requires no source code modification to the mea-
sured system. X-Trace [167] identifies offline correlations
between tasks at different layers of the protocol stack. It
augments tasks with metadata, and forces the propagation
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of such metadata across layers to provide a unified view of
the behavior of a distributed application. Pip [168] proposes
a language to specify desired properties for a distributed
system, and checks that these properties are satisfied at
runtime. Friday [169] and WiDS-checker [170] replay (fail-
ing) executions of distributed systems to support debug-
ging. Dystalizer [171] focuses on performance monitoring
and uses machine learning techniques to detect the set
of events that are most likely responsible for performance
issues. Singh et al. [172] monitor distributed systems online
through queries to the state of the system. D3S [173] and
MaceODB [174] check online global concurrency properties.
CrystallBall [175], [176] goes one step further by both pre-
dicting potential failures in a deployed system and trying to
prevent them, steering the execution away from states that
violate safety properties.

7.2.3 Static analysis of concurrent systems

Static analysis approaches aim to verify some desired prop-
erties of systems by relying on statically available informa-
tion, that is the code or some form of specifications, without
requiring any execution of the systems. Static analysis tech-
niques aim at a different completeness-precision tradeoff
than the testing approaches surveyed in this paper. Static
analysis improves completeness by addressing the whole
program space, but may suffer from lack of precision due
to false positive warnings, which derive from conservative
approximations that can lead to infeasible interleavings.

RacerX [177], the seminal Dawson’s work on static anal-
ysis for detecting both data races and deadlocks, relies on a
static lockset analysis of the control flow graph of the target
system, and limits the problem of false positives with a
mechanism that estimates the severity of the detected faults.
von Praun and Gross [178] exploit static analysis to detect
atomicity violations. They build on the notion of method
consistency, which checks that the accesses in the scope of
a method are not interleaved with conflicting accesses of
other methods. von Praun and Gross statically analyze the
program to infer information about the locking discipline
and the memory access patterns of each method, and report
an atomicity violation if the method consistency is violated.
Williams et al. [179] statically analyze the code to build the
lock-order graph of a library and detect sequences of calls
to the public methods of the library that lead to a deadlock
when executed concurrently. Jade [180] statically computes
the lock acquisition graph and reduces the number of false
positives by checking six properties that represent necessary
conditions for deadlock. Marino et al. [181] target programs
that use synchronization primitives for atomic set serializ-
ability. They statically build a partial order of lock acqui-
sitions on atomic sets and generate an alert, representing
a potential deadlock, whenever a partial order cannot be
found.

7.2.4 Model checking

Model checking is a method to formally verify finite-state
concurrent systems [182]. Model checking was introduced in
the early eighties by Emerson and Clarke [183] and Queille
and Sifakis [184], and consists of exhaustively traversing
an abstract model of the system and checking if some

properties of interest, expressed in some logical formalism,
hold.

In this survey, we review several approaches that rely on
model checking for generating test cases and interleavings
for concurrent systems by combining model checking with
lockset analysis [29], [30], [43], happens-before analysis [66],
[67] hybrid analysis [103], exhaustive exploration [125],
[126], [127], [128], [129] and heuristics [137].

Model checking is also widely exploited in the context
of the analysis of concurrent software systems, and shares
the advantages and the limitations of other static analysis
techniques. A complete survey of the many applications
of model checking is out of the scope of this survey. The
interested reader can refer to Clarke’s book [182] and the
proceedings of the many symposia on model checking.

7.2.5 Model conformance
Model conformance approaches generate test cases from
some abstract models of the system under test to verify that
the system conforms to the model.

In this survey we review the model conformance ap-
proaches that produce concrete test cases, and in particular
techniques for atomicity violations that take in input a spec-
ification of atomic code blocks and check if the implemen-
tation ensures the atomicity of such blocks [27], [35], [36].
Here we briefly describe the model conformance approaches
that are not implemented in concrete testing techniques, and
thus are out of the scope of this survey. Model conformance
dates back to the research on protocol conformance veri-
fication [185], and has been extended to many formalisms
and notations: multi-port Finite State Machines [186], In-
put/Output Transition Systems (IOTS) [187], [188], Partial
Order Automata [189], [190], and Petri Nets [191]. Even
if Partial Order Automata and Petri Nets embed concur-
rency notations that simplify the specification of concurrent
systems, most work in the area has focused on multi-port
FSMs, in which the components of the distributed systems
are modeled as ports, and an input to one port can trigger a
transition that produces outputs at multiple ports.

7.3 Programming Paradigms for Concurrency

Several programming paradigms have been proposed to
develop concurrent software systems and to express con-
currency patterns. Good examples of successful program-
ming paradigms are the primitives for data parallelism and
task parallelism in OpenMP [192], Apple’s Grand Central
Dispatch and operation queues [193], programmatic event
loops [194], Microsoft’s Task Parallel Library in .NET [195],
primitives for asynchronous programming such as asynch-
await, futures and promises [196], and the Java concurrency
utilities introduced since Java 5. Here, we briefly summarize
how different programming paradigms either prevent the
occurrence of some classes of concurrency faults or enable
efficient static detection at compile time.

Functional programming languages such as
Haskell [197] do not allow mutable state and thus
guarantee race freedom by design. For this reason, most
modern frameworks for big data parallel and distributed
processing such as MapReduce [198], Apache Spark [199]
and Apache Flink [200] provide functional interfaces.
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Similarly, several programming languages and libraries
provide functional abstractions to manipulate collections.
This is the case of the ReactiveX framework [201] and
of the stream operators introduced in Java 8. Actor-based
languages such as Erlang [13], [202] and Scala/Akka [14]
implement the communication between execution flows
using messages, and ensure that messages are processed
atomically. This guarantees data race freedom by design,
since two execution flows cannot access a shared resource
concurrently.

Some type systems constrain the concurrency patterns
to ensure the validity of some given properties by design:
some avoid deadlocks [203], [204], others data races [205],
[206], [207] yet others atomicity violations [208]. The ob-
ject oriented programming framework SCOOP offers high
level primitives for concurrent programming that ensure
data race freedom, exclude some forms of deadlocks, and
enable pre and postcondition reasoning guarantees between
execution flows [209]. The TWEJava [210] model for task
parallelism allows the declaration of the effects of each task
on the share state. The runtime ensures that two tasks are
executed concurrently only if their effects do not conflict.
P# [211] extends C# for event-based programming, and
forces the declarative specification of concurrency with state
machines, thus enabling sound static data race analysis.

Other programming paradigms and type systems ensure
deterministic execution order. Deterministic Parallel Java
(DPJ) [212] introduces a type and effect system that guar-
antees deterministic semantics with compile time check-
ing in Java. Grace [213] is a runtime system for C/C++
programs that masks the concurrent execution of code de-
signed as sequential on multiple cores. CoreDet [214] and
DThreads [215] replace the pthread library for C/C++ pro-
grams, providing deterministic execution with limited over-
head. Determinator [216] provides API for low overhead
deterministic concurrent execution on top of a microkernel.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides a comprehensive survey of the re-
cent results in testing concurrent systems. The research in
this area has focused mainly on the problem of selecting
interleavings to be tested and has explored two classes
of approaches: property based approaches, which target
patterns of interleavings that are more likely to lead to
faults, and exploration approaches, which explore the space
of interleavings exhaustively, based on coverage criteria or
heuristically.

The current research trends are towards predictive prop-
erty based techniques and violations of expected order
invariants rather then low level memory access conflicts
such as data races.

The research of the last decade has produced several effi-
cient and effective testing techniques for concurrent systems
that open promising directions for future investigations:

(i) Most testing techniques for concurrent systems target
the selection of relevant interleavings, and few tech-
niques focus on test case generation. Exploiting the
synergy between these two aspects remains an open
research topic.

(ii) The vast majority of testing approaches target shared
memory systems. Validation and verification of dis-
tributed message passing systems has exploited mostly
static analysis and model checking approaches, leaving
the important area of testing message passing systems
open for future research.

(iii) The last decade has seen a bloom of new programming
paradigms for concurrent software systems, which en-
force patterns of interactions among execution flows
that prevent the occurrence of some kinds of concur-
rency faults such as data races and deadlocks. The
new programming paradigms shift the testing problem
from low level memory access conflicts to high level
order violations, and open the opportunity of devising
new testing approaches that exploit the semantics of
modern programming paradigms.
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